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SUMMARY 0? THE Ph.D. THESIS
"STUDIES ON THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OP CYTOCHROME O'*
submitted by Wm. B. McLaren
The purpose of this work was to obtain information about 
the sequence of amino acid residues in the peptide ohain of 
cytochrome c, and at the same time to study methods for obtainir 
such information*
Cytochrome c Was isolated from horse heart and purified 
by chromatography on an ion exchange resin (Amberlite IRC 50) 
and on sephadex.
Attempts to identify the H-terminal amino acid residue 
yielded negative results, and it was concluded that the protein 
may not have a free terminal amino group. This was subsequentl 
confirmed by Kreil and Tjippy who showed that the N-terminal 
group is acetylglycine.
To investigate the internal sequence of the protein, 
cytochrome c was hydrolysed with trypsin to yield a mixture 
of peptides. Chromatography on carboxymethyl cellulose, brough 
about partial resolution of this mixture, and the application of 
high voltage paper electrophoresis permitted the isolation of 
some pure homogeneous peptides from the material thus Obtained. 
These methods, however, seemed inadequate for the exhaustive 
analysis of the peptide mixture. An effort was made, therefore 
to reduce the severity of the problem of peptide fractionation, 
by reducing the complexity of the mixture to be separated.
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This was achieved by acylating the lysine amino groups of 
cytochrome c, and thus restricting the action of trypsin to 
linkages involving the carbonyl groups of the two arginine 
residues in the protein. Methoxy^carbopÉyl chloride was first 
tried as an acylating agent, but proved unsuitable. Ethyl 
thiotrifluoroacetate was satisfactory and, at pH 9» this ester 
reacted with all the amino groups of the protein. It was 
found also that the substituent trifluoroacetyl groups could 
subsequently be removed by means of 0.5 M ammonia, without 
affecting the peptide structure.
The action of trypsin on the trifluoroacetyl protein 
yielded a mixture of peptides which was rather more complex 
than had been anticipated. On the assumption that this was 
due to the action of traces of chymotrypsin in the trypsin 
preparation, the time of exposure to the protease was reduced, 
and it was eventually possible by means of chromatography on 
sephadex to isolate a small number of large peptides. The 
amino acid compositions of these peptides, and the nature of 
their N-terminal residues were determined. Also, one of them 
was hydrolysed with chymotrypsin, and the resulting mixture 
of small peptides fractionated on a column of ZeoKarb 225 x 2. 
The peptides thus separated were analysed and their sequence 
in the original peptide determined.
The results of the analysis carried out during the course 
of this work were internally consistent, and in general found 
agreement with the recently published amino acid sequence for 
cytochrome c.
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GENERAL DgraPPUPTIOW
Protein# oo##titut# the maim nhimdonl foundation# of all 
livii^ matter. Without them, lif# and it# maiatenano# mould be 
impo##ibl#.
Tb# function# of protein subotanoe# are maqy and varied. Rome,
âf
euoh a# heratihg, perfon etniotural funotlon# and thi#/protein i# 
prenant in hair, fUather# and nail# and beloi%e to a spécial da## of 
protein# oalled the eolereproteios. Other mwdber# of thi# ola## are 
the oollagen of bone# and oartilsgs, and fibroin, the protein of eilk.
Other protein#, homevsr, #uoh am the ensyms#, hormsns# and 
antibodie#, have epedfio phyeiolegioal fUnotione. The ensymeeoatalyse 
Qhemioal reaction# in liviqg system#, whilst the hormone# oeoiigy a 
central role in the regulation of metabolio prooeeeee. The antibodie# 
on the ether hand, help to protect the organism aipdnst infection by 
foreign erganiem# euoh a# bacteria and the viruses. The latter a# a 
group consist of apparently non livl% nudeo-prcteln matter which is, 
neverthelees, capable ef reproduction in a suitable living host#
Noe, the great diversification of the funotiom# lhat proteime 
perfom, 1# due to structural difference# in the protein# thenmelves.
Protein structure can moat conveniently be examined at four 
different levels. These are (1) primary (8) secondary (5) tertiary 
(LinterstrçÉi - Lang, 1958) and (4) qua ternary (Bernal, 1956).
Sjy primary 1# meant the sequence of the amino add residue# in 
the peptide chdns, whereas secondary Btructure desoilbe# the simplest
. 8 •
ways in which tbame polypaptida ohain# nay be folded. There ie # 
good deal of evidence to enpport the view Uiat the peptide chain in 
many protein# i# arranged in a helioal atniotiire. In no oaee, however, 
i# the etnicture deeoribed by a single and oontiieiou# helix, but the 
helioal portion# are folded into a more oonplex S-diaen#ional #tnioture« 
•thi# i# denoted a# the tertiary level of etruoture e.g., nyeglebin 
(Sendrev et al. 1958, 1960). A# an extenaion to thi#, quatemaxy 
etruoture deeoribee the linking of greup# ef tertiary meleoole# e.g. 
eee haemoglobdLn (Feruts et al. 1960).
Now, biooheeioal activity nay in eoem inetanoe# be directly 
dependent on a few smino aoid reeiduee, e.g. with papain (Snitti et al.
1960) showed that it was aaeooiated with a eulphhydryl and a oaibexyl group 
and that two-third# of the protein oould be split off, using leuoine 
amLno peptidase, without seriously inpairing it. In the majority of 
oases, however, it is aseeoiated with one particular 5-dimeosicoal 
etruoture. This is oharaoterised as the native oenfiguration and 
involves the seoondary, tertiary and quaternary etruoture# discussed 
above. These, however, are to a large extent determimed by the 
primary etruoture, for the seoondary linkages involved in seoondary, 
tertiary and quaternary etruoture# require the oorreot placement of 
suitable amino acid residues, e.g. qysteine tor formation of - 8 • 8- 
cress linkages. Crick has in fact suggested that primary structure 
do termines the secondary, tertiary and quaternary during bionyntheeie, 
and Anflnean et al. (1961) have presm%ted evidence suggesting Mmt in
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ribonuoleaM, the native oonfiguration ie determined by the amino aoid 
aequenoe, and in thie oaee appears to involve the most thermo- 
dynamioalljr stable foldix% of the ehain.
However, the secondary, tertiary and quaternary levels of 
etruoture are not dependent on the entire amino aoid eequenoe of the 
protein as ie evidenoed by the appearance of slightly different 
proteins performi% the same funoticm in different species. Inter- 
species differences were first observed with the amino aoid oosposition 
of haemoglobin in the 1990*s and since then actual sequence 
differences have been reoorded e.g. with insulin (&ai%er et al. 1955) 
and cytochrome £ (Tuppy and laleus 1955).
Intra-speoies differences also oocur, particularly with 
haemoglobin. Although with some of these, function is unaffected, 
others interfere oonsiderably e.g. aioklj^ell anaemia (Itano 1955).
It is obvious, therefore, that the primary structures of proteins 
is of fundamental importance. If the behaviour of different proteins 
is to be properly understood, the ohemioal structures which govern 
their properties must be known.
In the present work, a study has been undertaken of some methods 
of sequence determination with speoial reference to cytochrome £.
This protein is associated with a number of similar ooaqpounds, 
the cytochromes, which were first described by Haokunn in 1336.
i^ackunn discovered a class of pigments in all types of animals, which
•  4 -
had four oharaoteristio absorption bands in th# reduood state* These 
pigments he found in various organs and tissues and he discovered 
further that the absorption bands disappeared on oxidation* MaoUunn 
rightly concluded that these substances were concerned in respiration 
in tissues and this introduced a new concept, as previously it had 
been believed that respiration took place in the blood. He named 
these substances ngrom and» histohaematins and demonstrated that they 
were haemochromogen in nature. Although he made an oxalic acid 
extract of washed skeletal xsuaole in which he observed absorption 
bands at 564.5 • 548.5 n|i, he was unable to prooeed further with 
the isolation of the substances responsible for this. It was 
unfortunate that HaoMunn believed that these compounds replaced 
haemoglobin in muscle, in which they carried on a similar role to 
the latter in blood. This involved him in serious controversy with 
Hoppe-aeyler, who maintained that nyo- and-histchaematins were merely 
modified forme of haemoglobin. Hoppe-Seyler was by far the more 
influential of the two and so KaoMunn'e work was disregarded.
• Thie remained the position for many years, until Keilin in 1925 
showed that if kackunn's theories had been wide of the mark, his 
experimental observations were nevertheless sound. Keilin confirmed 
and extended the work of MaoMunn, showing that these "^yo-andU 
•histohaematins" are found also in plants and unicellular organisms, 
as well as in animal tissues. In order to describe better their 
wide distritution, he oalled them by the general name of cytochromes.
•  6 •
Keilin found that the four-banded epeotrum of these oonpounds 
varied little from tissue to tissue, and oareful isiaroapeetroeoopio 
studies of baker's yeast showed that the bands had maxima as follosm%• 
a 604 D|i) b 566 mp; o 550 mp; and d, which appeared to 
display three maxima at 552, 528 and 521 mp. Thie type of spectrum 
was not immediately identifiable, but Keilin (1925) proposed that 
the cytochrome spectrum wee due to the combined spectra of three 
distinct substances, each contributif a pair of absorption bands 
as shown below:
Cytodhroaa (mm) p (bm)
a 604 552
b 566 528
o 550 521
This gives the effect of four main absorption bands, as the £ - band 
of cytochrome is made up of the three p • bands of cytochromes a, h 
and Qm
Apart from the cytochromes mentioned above, many others have 
been detected and distinguished by differences in their absorption 
spectra. Some of these are detailed below.
Cytochrome a Related i ijzments.
Keilin found that heart muscle preparations contain a cytochrome 
with absorption spectrum (cv-band 600 mp} Y-band 448 mn) similar to 
that of cytochrosm a, but differif in being sensitive to CO. This 
pigment was denoted cytochrome Sg and appears to be identical with 
the cytochrome oxidase of heart muscle (Keilin and Hartree 1969).
—  6 •
Speotroaoapio studies have also revealed last electron transfer from 
ferrocytoohrosm q (o^) to oxygen in cells containif cytoohromes
c (or Oi)p a and a^ , involves the reversible oxidation reduction of 
the cytochrome a and sg systeam. Some doubt exists, however, whether
a and a^ are separate molecules. Some workers e.g. Vainio I 19^1)
think they represent two functions of one mdeoule.
Rigourous studies of cytochromes a and ag, however, have been 
hindered by the difficulties encountered in their extraction from 
tissues in a soluble form.
boos bacteria have been found to contain cytochrome ii - like 
pigments and t^ wse are designated cytochromes a^ and ag (Smith 1954 (1)
1954 (2) and Barrett (1956).
In Acetobacter pasteuriamun, cytochrome a% (^ .^bazid 588 mp) 
has been shown to be the terminal respiratory enzyme. This pigment 
forms a CO - compound tnat is not dissociated by light. It does not, 
however, catalyse the oxidation of mammalian cytoohr>>isc o by oxygen.
Cytochrome b Related r ignents
The extraction of cytochrome b from the tissues in which it 
is found cannot be readily achieved. Consequently, little is known 
of its Chemical nature, although it has been established that it does 
not react with GU or cyanide, but does appear to be autoxidisable.
It has been shown also, by means of spectroscopic studies, that the 
cytochrome b of heart muscle preparations is reduced by succinate, 
and that cytochromes c, a and Sg are involved in the oxidation of
- 7 -
ferrooytoohz*oa0 b by oxygen.
Speotroeoopio measurements have also indioated that in some 
cellular systems, the transfer of electrons from succinate or D<M1 
to ferricytochrone c appears to be mediated by heme proteins similar to 
the cytochrome b of heart muscle preparations (Chance and Williams 
1955). Now, flavoprotein preparations have been obtained that 
catalyse rapid electron transfer from reduced pyridine nucleotides 
to ferrioytoohrome c. The possibility that in livif cells, one or 
more additional electron carriers may be interposed between a flavin 
and cytochrome o (or Cj^) was raised by the discovery that treatment 
of heart muscle preparations with naphthol quincnes (Ball et al. 1947), 
or with 2, 5 - diner cap t opr opanol (81a ter, 1949), inhibits the 
reduction of cytochrosm o by succinate or by IN Ni, but does not affect 
electron transfer from succinate or DMM to cytochrome b, or from 
cytochrome c to oxygen. Â similar effect has been found with 
antisyoin A (hotter and Reif, 1955). This antibiotic does not inhibit 
the purified pyridine nucleotide • cytochrome c reductases and study 
of its action has yielded the conclusion that the antibiotic blooJcs 
electron transfer from cytochrome b to oytochroom c (or e^ ), a 
relation between the lipids apparently associated with cytochrome b, 
and this inhibition, is suggested by the report that the action of 
antimycin A is counteracted hy vitamin S (Masan and Lehman, 1956).
fThe antieycin A - sensitive respiration of tissue preparations has 
been attributed therefore to the participation of oyto<2uroom b in the
•  0 •
me que no# of electron transfer from metabolites to oxygen, and this 
pigment has been assigned the role of an electron carrier between 
flavins and cytochrome o.
Mary biological systems have been shown to contain haem 
pigments with properties similar to heart muscle cytochrome 
A^ mongst these are cytoohromes found in the microsomal fraction of 
liver preparations (atrittomtter and Ball, 1952) qytoohroms ra 
and in insect tissues cytochrome bg (lappenheimer and williams, 1954). 
These two have very similar s^eotroaoopio properties, and are 
considered to be very closely related. The absorption maxima for 
rtiuoed cytochrosm from rabbit liver Bdorosomes are; a-band 557 mp, 
p-band 527 mp, T-band 425 mp. The corresponding values for the 
insect pigment are: ou»band 557 s%i, p-band 526 s%i, Y-band 421
Like cytochrome b, these heme pigments do not coisbine with CO or 
with cyanide, and appear to be autaxidisable.
i rior to the identification of the cytochrosm bg (or m) group 
of pigments, several other intercellular heme proteins had been 
reported to have properties similar to those of cytoohrome b. 
Cytochrosm b^  ^(o^ band 558 mp) has been found in several bacteria 
Vernon, 1956) includif Coxynebacterium Diphtherias. Cytochrome bg 
(a^ band 557 mp, 6-band 528 b|a) was found in baker's yeast and is 
associated with preparations having dekydrogenase activity towards 
L-lac tic aoid (8mJ. Bach et al. 1946) and (J. lamashita et al. 1957). 
Cytoohrome bg (u-band 560 lap) has been identified in microsomes from
-  0 •
the tie eue# of higher {liants (Hill and K. bcariabriok, 1951 and 
Martin and Morton, 1955 A 1957) and oytochroma b^ was reported to 
be present in sosm baoteria, but its properties suggest that it 
belof s more properly to the group of bacterial pigments related 
to cytochrome £•
Cytochrome bg (a-band 565 np) was found in the ohloroplasts 
of some green plants, where it appears to be associated with 
cytochrosm f (H, Hill, 1954)«
Finally, a pigment resembling cytochrosm b, occurs in the 
hepatopancrsas of the snail Helix pomatia, and has been named 
"cytochrome h; " it appears to be converted in the animal to 
helicorubin, a hemoohromogen found in the gastrointestinal tract 
(J. Keilin, 1956 A 1957).
Cytochrome £  Related i ixments
âpectrosoopic measurements have shown in heart muscle, also 
cytochrosm c^  ^(or e). This is less easily extracted (a-band 554 np, 
p-band 524 np, Y-band 418 mp) and is considered by sosm to be an 
endogenous form of cytochrome £ (Keilin and Hartrse, 1955). Like 
cytochrosm o^ this component is not autoxidisable, and does not 
appear to react with CO or with cyanide; however, cytoohrome c^ 
is thersmlabile in contrast to cytoohrome £•
Cytoohromes Og # # O4 , and Og are found in several types
of bacteria, and in their ferrous form exhibit absorption maxima 
similar to those of heart muscle cytochrome o and c^ * In general, 
these bacterial cytochrosms differ from mammalian cytoohrome £ in
- 10 •
their chesdoal properties, (e.g. isoeleotrio point, and oxidation - 
- reduction potential).
k haem pigment similar to mammalian cytochrosm £, and named 
cytochrome f, has also been identified in the leaves of higher plants; 
it appears to be confined to the chloroplasts (Davenport and Hill, 1952).
Now, although these cytoohromes and many other proteins have 
the some, or at least similar prosthetic groups, great differences in 
biologioal activities are apparent. Hepresentit!va of these are
(a) haemoglobin, the oxygen carrying pigment in the blood; (b) catalase, 
an ensyme of wide ooourrence whicti catalyses the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide; (c) peroxidase, another enxysm which utilises 
hydrogen peroxide for the oxidation of a number of substances;
(d) lactic dehydrogenase, a ferroflavoprotein with "built in” 
cytoohrome bg; (e) ma%\y other haemoproteins with less well defined 
functions e.g. as in photosynthesis and sulphate reduction and (f) 
cytoohrome c, the function of which is the transfer of electrons during 
the oxidation of substrates in the cell.
Since the prosthetic groups of these proteins are essentially 
the same, therefore, their functional differences oust stem from 
differences in the protein i^ arts of their molecules and/or its manner 
of attachment to the prosthetic group.
In fact, with haemoproteins, the relationship between the 
manner of attachisent of the prosthetic group and the biological 
function of the protein is very strong. Indeed, tîie activities 
of all of them have been shown to depend on the mode and strength
- u  -
of attachment of ttui iron in the porphyrin to the protein part of 
the molecule*
Now, the active site of all haemoproteina ie the haem group, 
or perhaps even the iron atom, and it is apparent, therefore, that 
considerable modification of this is required to accommodate the 
variety of functions of these compounds.
In all of the haemoproteins, four of the ccoordination 
positions of the iron atom are taken up by the nitrogen atoms of 
the porphyrin; the two additional iron bonds are on a perpendicular 
to the plane of the porphyrin. These spatial relationships can be 
related most readily to the electronic configuration of iron by 
superisqposing the ootahedrally disposed iron bonds upon the Cartesian 
co-ordinate system as in figure, i.
Now, in the case of cytochrome £, the structure and spatial 
arrangement of the protein moiety is such, tnat the two available 
co-ordination positions of the iron are bound to it through two 
functional groups which have been represented as iaddasole groups. 
Therefore, this, plus the binding of the ethyl side chains of the 
porphyrin to the S atoms of two cysteine residues in the protein 
moiety, produoes a very tightly knit structure for cytoohrome o, and 
magnetic mosmnt measurements (Theorell and Akessan, 1941a) have shown 
that this has resulted in the formation of co-ordinate bonds strong 
enough to bring about electron pairing in the t% level. Thus a 
structure of maximum stability is obtained, as is necessary to enable
G £ o f lE 7 k /C /y u  C O fJ 'F l0 rU lt . fm < it^  O T  T T rrf" 
Coy/êLCNcST OT iZOfsJ ^ £‘fCHOZf>J /f^o)
F I 6 U R E  b ___
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the oytoahrone £ to carry out its biolqgioal function of electron 
transfer*
With catalase, peroxidase and haemoglobin, however, ttim 
biological functions of these haemoproteins are such that one of 
the available co-ordination poaitionBof the haem iron must be free 
to co-ordinate with an extra mdeoular ligand. (In the above cases, 
the peroxide substrate and molecular axygen respectively). This 
then results, with catalase and peroxidase possessing a desired 
degree of lability.
With haemoglobin, however, when the oxygen molecule is bound 
to the iron, the iron electrons become paired and extra strength is 
gained by the interaction of a 1T bond in the oxygen molecule with 
a tSg orbital of the iron.
It can thus be said that, with a haemoprotein, the electronic 
configuration of the iron is a true reflection of its biological 
function.
Recently, # eruts (1960), has shown from X-ray studies on 
the tertiary structure of haemoglobin, that the molecule is coiled in 
such a way as to hold the haem close to its surface, with aide 
attached to the protein strand, and the other side far enough away 
so as to accommodate an oxygen or a water molecule. This ideal 
positioning of the haem is thus largely due to the primary structure 
of the protein.
similar spatial considerations must also be involved with 
cytoohrome £, in order to position the prosthetic group so that the
— 15 •
biologioal function can be best carried out. As jet, however, 
no X-rsjr evidence is available to illustrate this. Considerable 
work has been done, nevertheless, cm the properties (other than 
biologioal) and primary structure of the protein, and this is 
discussed in the next chapter.
The Structure of Cytochrome £
Cytoohrome o is a remarkly stable substance, able to withstand 
exposure to mildly acid and alkaline conditions, and also considerable 
amounts of heat.
Apart from functional differences, its reactivity differs 
also in other ways from similar substances such as cytoohrome oxidase 
and haemoglobin.
It does not, for exaa^e, react with carbon u&onoxide hydrogen 
sulphide or hydroxy lamine, nor is it autoxidi sable within the 
range of 4-11. Below H14 and above Hill, however, reduced cytochrosm o 
is modified to form an autoxidi sable compound which does react with 
carbon monoxide (Keilin and Hartree, 1959; Theorell and Xkeson, 1941b; 
Tsou, 1951). Also, native cytochrome o will react with cyanide 
(i otter, 1941; Horeoker and Komberg, 1946) and with aside. Much of 
the early work done on the structure of cytochrome c was concerned with 
the linkages between the haem prosthetic group and the protein BX>iety. 
That this mis much more powerful than those encountered in haemoglobin 
was evidenoed by the fact that mild treatment with acid acetone failed 
to achieve separation of the iron porphyrin emd the protein. Keilin,
— 14 —
however, auooeedad in doing this by the more vigorous action of 
sulphur dioxide.
A clue as to the nature of the linkages was obtained by 
Theorell 1^957), when he suooeeded in preparing porphyrin c after 
hydrolysis of oytoohroms o with ÜG1. This porphyrin he discovered 
contained 1-2 atoms of sulphur per molecule, and furthermore,
L-oyateine oould be split from it by the action of hydrogen bromide 
in glacial acetic add. From these observations, Theorell (1953) 
was able to conclude that the vinyl side chains of the porphyrin were 
connected to the 2 cysteine residues in the protein by means of 
thio mthmr linkages.
Later work by Paul, (1950) lent support to Theorell's 
oonolusions, when he split the porphyrin from the protein by the 
action of silver salts, known to cleave thio ether linkages.
Work done by Davenport (1952) has also lent support to 
%eoreil's postulated linkage. He found that reductive cleavage 
by sodium amalgum of cytoohrome o, yielded mesoporphyrin, whereae, 
similar treatment of protohaematin, horse liver catalase and ox 
haemoglobin gave rise to the unsaturated protoporphyrin. This suggests 
that sodium amalg@n is incapable of reducing unmodified vinyl groups. 
This fits in with the idea tnat the vinyl gro(4>s in the porphyrin on 
cytoohroms jo are involved in thio ether linkages. If at the same 
time as reducing these, sodium amalpqp removes the iron from the haem, 
then these findings go to confirm Theorell's views.
The above mentioned thio ether bonds, however, are not the 
only linkages between the prosthetic group and the protein. As
- 15 •
previously mentioned, bonds also exist between the iron atom of the 
haem and nitrogenous groups in the protein moiety. This is certain 
because of the haemochrcmagen type of spectrum of the whole molecule. 
Theorell and Ake&n, (1941, a, b & o) by means of titration, magnet- 
-omstrio and spectrophotometrie measurements, showed that ttie 
probable points of atta<dimsnt of the ixxm atom were two histidine 
residues in the protein molecule. A slightly inoonolusive attempt 
was made ty Fcul (1951) to confirm these findings when he treated 
OytoohroBis o with fluorodinitrobensene, and estimated the extent 
of labelling in the ioddasole groups of histidine after hydrolysis. 
From these experiments, which were only partly successful, he 
concluded that at least one histidine molecule was linked, through 
its inddsmole group to iron.
Ehrenberg and Theorell, (1955) found that if the peptide chain 
of the haem peptide is made into an a helix, either the histidine 
iaddasole group, or the £ and.no group of the lysine residue next to 
the cysteine, can be made to co-ordinate with the haem iron, but not 
simultaneously. On the basis of this, they supported the view that 
the haemodu*ooK>gen forming groups of cytoohzxmm o are two imidasole 
groups, one from the histidine present in the haem peptide, and the 
other from another histidine contained elsewhere in the molecule.
Margoliash (1959) pointed out, however, that the findi%%g 
of a lysine or an axginins and a histidine adjacent to the two 
cysteines binding the protein to the haem in all the cytoohromes Q 
so far examined (at that time, Tuppy and Faleus, 1955 for ox, chicken
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and salmon, and Tuppy and Bodo, 1954 for horse and pig heart) can 
lead to the alternative hypothesis that the imidasole and ( aoino 
groupe on these amino acids cure in fact the haemochroeiogen fomdxig 
groups in native cytoohrome o. Moreover, an atomic model has shown 
that such an arrangement is sterically possible if the intervening 
<6iain of four amino acids was fully extended.
.Vhich of the two hypothesis is oorreot, is not certain, tut 
either way, it can be understood why the protein-prosthetic group 
complex in cytochrome £ is so stable.
Work on the protein part of the cytochrome o molecule began, 
as would be expected, with attempts to determine the amounts of the 
various amino acids present therein.
In 1957  ^Keilin and Hartree estimated the amounts of the 
basic amino acids and cysteine present in an aoid hydrolysed sangle 
of cytoohrome £ containing 0.54- iron. Séparati<m of these amino 
acids from the others present, was achieved by moans of precipitation 
with phosphotux^stio aoid, and their estimation (with the exception 
of lysine) obtained by specific colour reactions.
The value for lysine was arrived at by subtracting the 
summed values of the others from the total base fraction.
Usii% a speoific colour reaction, these same workers also 
obtained a value for the tryptophane present after digestion of the 
cytoohrome o with trypsin. Ensymatio hydrolysis was necessary in 
this case because tryptophane cannot withstand aoid hydrolysis and 
is destroyed.
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In 1941, Theorell and Akte^ on oarried out more detailed 
de terminations using similar techniques. In addition to the amino 
aoids raentionod above, they obtained values for glutandc and 
aspartio acids and leucine.
The techniques used by both sets of workers in 1957 and 
1941, however, were not very accurate and little reliance could be 
placed on the results. Nevertheless, their aquisition represented 
a considerable achievemsnt and great credit was due to the workers 
who produced them.
It was maiy years, in fact, before accurate amino aoid 
analysis of cytoohrome £ were obtained, and as is often the case 
in these matters, several sets of workers, working quite independently 
achieved the break-bhrcugh, at about the same time,
Nunnikhcven (1958), Leaf, Gillies and Firrie (1958), and 
HoUeman and Diserte (1959) all published smino aoid analysis of 
hydrolysed horse heart cytoohrome c. These analysis are in 
agreement to within 1 residue per mole for the content of arginine, 
proline, methionine, isoleucine, tyrosine and phenylalanine, but 
vary by 1 residue or more for all of the other amino acids.
8ee table. 1.
• X8 •
This table Is from Msrgoliash» Kimmel« Hill and Schmidt, 1962 
Table I
Amino Acid 1 2 3 4
Tryptophan 1 1
Lysine 18 18 19 19
Histidine S S 4 3
“ a 9 7 8
Axginine 2 2 2 2
Aspartic As a 7 8 8
Threonine 10 9 10 10
Serine 0 0 0 0
Glutamic
Acid 12 11 14 12
Pro line 4 5 S 4
Glycine 12 11 11 12
Alanine 7 5 6 6
Valins 5 2 2 3
Cysteine 2 2
Methionine 2 2 2 2
Isoleuoine
Leucine
6
6
5
5
); 11
)
6
6
Tyroeins 5 4 4 4
ihenylm
alanine 4 5 3 4
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In this tsible, Column I givss the results of Nuimikoven;
Column 2 those of Leaf et al; and Column 3, those of Holleman and 
Biserte. The analysis given in Columns 1 and 2 sere obtained by 
column ohromatography on ion exchange resins or star^ and those 
given in Column 3 sere obtained \rj dinitrophei^latioa of the amino 
acids followed by paper chromatographio separation of the dinitro* 
•phenylated derivatives. In Column 4, data from an automatic amino 
add analysis (Margoliash, Kiomsl, Hill and Schmidt, 1962) on a 
complete ensymatic hydrolysis of the protein is given. This latter 
estimation, by reason of the accuracy of the tequnique is probably 
the correct analysis.
As regards the amino acid sequence of oytoohroos £, very 
little infoxmation has been reported until last year, (1962). The 
only section of the chain on which information had been published 
was the portion immediately adjacent to the haenu Tuppy and paleus, 
(1955), Leaf and Gillies, (1953) and Margdiash (1956) all published 
infomaticm on this section, but the most extensive oommounioation 
on the matter was that of Paleus and T%q)py (1959). The haem peptide 
examined by them was the one resulting from tryptic hydrolysis of 
horse heart cytochrome £. The peptide, purified by means of adsorption 
on talc and by oolumn partition ohromatography, was sequentially 
investigated using the fluorodinitrobensene teeLnique (Sanger, 1943) 
to determine N-terminal residues, and the hydrasinolysis method of 
Akabori et al. to investigate C-te%%inal residues.
The tryptio peptide was degraded by means ef ohymetryptio 
hydrolysis and else subtilisin hydrelysis. The terminal amine 
aoids of these sub*peptides were in turn disoovered and in this 
way, by studying the snail peptides and their overlaps, it was 
possible te obtain the sequence of the entire tryptio haem peptide 
of oyteohrome £ derived frem horse heart.
Information has also been published oonoeraing the N-terminal 
amine aoid ef horse heart oyteohrome o. Nargoliash (1956), 
using the fluorodinitrobensene technique of 8a%%er, Claimed two 
K-termiaal residues of histidine.
Katsubara and Hagihara (1957), using the sasm technique 
oeuld not confirm this work, and instead they identified arginime 
as the terminal residue.
Work oarried out in this laboratory (see page 73) supported 
neither of these claims and indeed give ne evidence for axgr free 
K»terminal residue. Since then, work hj Tvqjpy (1961), contained 
in more detail in a later section, has shown that neither histidine 
or arginine is the H-temdnal residue whicdi is in fact acetyl-glyoine.
Recently, however, almost two years after our own 
investigations began, the entire amino acid sequence of cytochrome £ 
(horse heart) has been elucidated by Margoliash, Kimmsl, Hill,
Schmidt and Smiüi (1963) in conjunction with Kreil and Tuppy (1961). 
The techniques used, which are mentioned in mere detail later.
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involved ensjBBtic hydrolysis of the protein followed "bf 
purifioation of the peptides on ion exohaz^ ge resins and by 
eleotrophoresis. Sequential analysis was oarried out using the 
fluorodinitrobensene te<3inique, and Edmons phepyl iso^thiocyanate 
technique.
The value of the present work, therefore, is to confirm 
or otherwise, and also as new techniques have been used, to 
provide another approach to the general y:r 1cm of protein chemistry.
Gonfiraatory Work
The value of confirmatozy work can be well illustrated 
with respeot to the protein Ribonuolease % - 
In the derivation of the primary structure for this protein, 
there was one principal point of difference between the results 
of bpackman. Hire, Moore and Stein (1960, a, b) and Anfinsen et al.(l^ ^^  ^
jdeld etol This oonoemed the identity of the amino acid
residue in position 11, in the protein chain. Hire, Moore and 
Stein having olaimsd it to be serine, whilst the work of Anf insen 
indicated it to be glutamic aoid (or glutamine).
Information on the subject from other authors adopting 
different experimental approaches, indicated that amino aoid 11 
was, in fact, glutamic acid. Allende and Ricn ^s (1962 ), for
example, isolated a deoapeptide which included residues 11-20 
from tryptic digests of the S-peptide. The dinintrophe^yl 
technique indicated K - terminal glutamic aoid. Also, Gross and
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Witkop, (1962 ) oloaked the protein at methionine residues 
by reaoticn with cyanogen bromide and obtained a peptide 
expected to contain residues from position 1 up to and including 
the position originally occupied by the first methionine residue 
in the chain* According to the formula originally proposed, 
that peptide would have contained glutamic aoid and alanine in 
the ratio of 2 residues to 5# Gross and ^itkop found 
equimolar amounts of these 2 and no acids in a hydrolysate 
of the peptide* This result supported the results of Anfinsen.
As a consequence to all this, hnyth, Stein and Moors,
(1962) decided to make a thorou^ re-investigation of the 
sequence of amino acids in this part of the molecule* This time 
they obtained results which agreed with those of the other 
investigators and in addition, they found other errors in their 
originally proposed structure of this peptide*
It is obvious, therefore, that confirmatory work is 
of considerable value, particularly when the structures of large 
and very complicated molecules are involved*
The necessity for confirmatory work with cytochrome o 
is because of some inconsistency within the recent publications 
of Margoliash et al. Apart from the series of papers mentioned 
above, in which the entire sequence of the protein is elucidated, 
a publication also appears by Margoliash and Hill (1961). This 
describes the treatment of cytochrome o with leucine aminopeptidase.
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which, it warn claimed, removed thirty amino acid reeiduee, 
leaving the remainder of the protein intact, and still containi%% 
the prosthetic group* Amongst the amino acids removed were the 
single tryptophane, one of the three histidines, one of the 
three valines and two serines whidi were hitherto undetected 
in cytochrome £* These findings are not in accordance with 
the sequence published in 1062, and althou£^ this came later, 
oonfirmatiom of one or the other, preferably using different 
techniques is desirable*
The means available for investigating the amino acid 
sequence of a protein have undergone rapid developomnt over the 
past decade or so.
For example, in his studies on Insulin, danger relied on 
facts first pointed out by bynge et al. (1943 ) that while 
oonoentrated acid shows some si de-chain specificity, in its 
catalysis of the hydrolysis of peptide bonds, it is more sensitive 
to chain length* The bonds of di and tri-peptides are hydrolysed 
relatively slowly as compared with those in the middle of longer 
peptide chains due to inhibition by the proximity of •
Sanger therefore hoped to isolate di and tri-peptides 
representing every linkage in the peptide chain* He did in 
fact, isolate a substantial proportion of the expected di and 
tri-peptides from insulin A and B chains and was thus able to 
map out extensive sequences by this method* These sequences
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did not overlap, however, for oonoentrated liCl does show e< 
side chain specificity - in ?;artioular hydrolysing linkages 
involving amino groups of serine and threonine more rapidly than 
others* In order to discover how these sequences were linked, 
therefore, danger had to resort to the use of catalytic agents 
with specificity different from that of HCl - proteolytic ensynes* 
Though the method of partial acid hydrolysis was very 
useful in elucidating the secMsnoes in insulin, however, its 
use for longer peptide chains is precluded on the grounds#
(1) quantitative analysis of mixtures of the complexity expected 
would be prohibitably difficult*
(2) The varying yields and possible recurrence of peptides 
would make interpretation difficult*
In the words of Katsoyannis (1961) therefore,
"4here peptide ohendatzy can make a contribution towards 
the proof of protein structure, is in the application and continued 
formulation of dégradative techniques* oinoe fragmentation of the 
protein molecule to small peptides is probably the key reaction in 
degradative processes, tiim search for specific reagents for the 
selective cleavage of various peptide bonds, and the standardisation 
of existing techniques is of prims inq>ortanoe* "
Most of the proteins and large polypeptides studied, have 
been degraded with one or more proteolytic ensymes* Examples of 
these are trypsin which splits a protein chain at the carboxyl 
groups of lysine and arginine residues ; chyisotrypsin, which acts
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at phenylalanine, tyrosine and some times histidine end tryptophans 
centres and pepsin, which has no particular specificity but 
which will considerably degrade most proteins. ill three were 
used by Hire, Moore and Stein in elucidati%% the structure of 
ribonuolease (1960), and the asignment of the fragments so 
produced, to ^eir proper positions alohg the peptide chain was 
aoccB^lished by taking advantage of the overlapping compositions
rof the peptides obtained from hydrolysates of the protein 
using different ensymes. Since the proper sequential alignment 
of peptides by this technique, however, from partioularly long 
chains is likely to beoome quite difficult, it is obviously 
an advantage to be able to produce a limited number of large 
peptide fragments from the protein.
From this point of view, therefore, the selectivity of 
an enzyme as specific as trypsin is no longer adequate when 
large proteins are involved. Although in one of our own 
degradations of cytoohrone o, it was used, even in such a case 
it would be convenient to have a cleaving agent that splits 
just one or two peptide bonds selectively, possibly next to an 
amino aoid that occurs only twice in the protein moleoule. ho 
far, no enzymes are known that would perform such a task.
Meanwhile, however, work is being dons to modify the specificity 
of existing ensynes •
On the face of it, one possible approach in this direction 
could be the modification of the ensymes themselves. This seems
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remmonabla ainoe it has been known for bobo time that enxyne 
aotivitiee depend on certain chemically defined groupe, such 
a# for example, the phenolic groupa of tyrosine in pepsin 
(Harriot and Northop, 1934), or the indolyl or amide groups of 
trypsin (Fraenkel - Conrat, 1949). At the same time, it is 
obvious that all proteins possess essentially the sams reactive 
groups as part of their structure. Therefore, the key to their 
specificity of action is found not in any particular groups, but 
in the spsàial distribution of the latter, the general geometry 
of the molecule, the charge distribution on the surface and its 
fluctuation, or a possibility of resonanoe and chelation with 
the substrate etc. From all this, therefore, it would seem 
that the properties of an ensyme could certainly be modified by 
either blocki% accessible reactive groups, or introducing new 
groups into its molecular structure.
The work done in this direotion so far has, however, 
yielded no real change in ensymatic specificity although Nord, 
(1955) has shown that acétylation of the lysine groups of 
trypsin can be advantageous. The effects of this are to 
stabilise the ensyme to autodigestion, and at the same tism 
increase the alkaline iti range over which trypsin is active. 
Katcholski, (1963) has also produced a water insoluble trypsin 
by coupling tzypsin with a water insoluble polydiasonium salt, 
derived from a copolymer of £-andno-iiL-phei^ lalanine and L-leuoine 
(molar residue ratio ls8). This, though less active than
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native trypsin is more stable at the alkaline t H range 7.0 -9.0 
and oan be used to prepare a oolumn possessing tryptic activity.
Another approach has been the modification of the ensyme 
substrate. There are two ways of goi% about this, both of which 
have met with some euocees. (a> Creation of new sites in the 
molecule for ensynatic action and (b) the blocking of existi%%g 
sites.
The creation of new lysine like sites for tryptio cleavage 
has been used by Lindley (1959). He achieved conversion of cysteine 
bonds to S -(p aainoethyl)- cysteine residues by reaction of the 
thiol groups with p-brosKMsthylasdns. Snsynatic degradation 
of such modified proteins, e.g. reduced and p-aminoethylated insulin 
by the action of trypsin and oarbosypeptidase p has been observed 
(Tietse et al. 1957).
Other techniques for producing "artificial” sites for 
tryptic cleavage have been devised by Ebata and Akalori (1960 A1961) 
and ahalitin (1961). The former showed that conversion of the free 
T-glutaoyl carbozy groups to Y-hydrasides produced tryptic sensitive 
modified glutamic acid residues, whilst the latter, by the 
introduction of glyoyl residues into proteins with the leucrste anhydrides 
of glycine, showed that peptide bonds next to serine were similarly 
sensitive. These techniques, however, have not yet been exploited 
and their value is difficult to assess.
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With the other approaoh, i.e. the blocking of existing 
reaction sites, it is possible to remove arginine (Yom 
tryptio attack through the use of sodium in liquid amonia.
This results in a protein containing ornithine instead of 
arginine, and the method has been used for the deguanidation 
of gelatin (Berger et al. 1958)•
The first experiments reported, however, attemptix%g 
to increase the specificity of trypsin, by blocking its 
reaction at the lysine residues in a protein, were done by BliadfteBLand 
Anfinsen (1056). In these he substituted the reactive 
6 -NHg groups of the lysine residues in ribonuolease, using 
fluorodinitrobensene. Thus, on tryptio hydrolysis, he obtained 
through hydrolysis only at arginine residues, a limited number 
of large peptides which he was able to separate and characterise. 
Unfortunately, the dinitropheiyl-lysine bond is very strong, and 
so no way of "de-blocking" the peptides could be found that did 
not at the same time completely hydrolyse them to their 
constituent amino aoids. Thus, this tecAinique was of limited 
application. He was soon able to improve on this, however, 
when he substituted the ^  amino groups of the protein with 
bensyl^Qxyoarbonyl groups. This treatment appeared to be as 
efficient as a blocking agent, but had the enormous advantage 
that the blocking groups could be removed, after tryptic
hydrolysis by treatment withonh^roos HBr^ Unfortunately,A
this technique meets with difficulties concerning the
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insolubility of its prodoots snd saothsr dissdvsatsgs of it 
is ths loss of bssioity and of tbs bydropbilio ohsrsotsr of 
ths prstsim. Wail and Talks, 1957, sttsnptsd to svarooas 
this by gusnidsting ths frss and soosssibls 2ysias£. • IHg 
grosse Ths rsssltihg honsszginins psptide bonds ihsy found 
sors largely untouflhsd by tzypsin.
A modifloation of this approach by Msrigsn (1968), 
involTss ths conversion of tbs W g  groups of lysine into 
dithicoarbamats dsrivativas, by rsaotian with OSg at 
pB. This method which has boon triad out on an BMAass psptids, 
produosd by digestion with subtilisin, and also on rsduosd sgg-whits 
lysosyms, has been shown to «Astantially block tzyptio hydrolysis 
at lysine rssiduss and ths asskihg groups oan bs easily rsaovsd.
Ths blookihg, howsvsr, beiz%g fisr from oonplsts and apparently 
rsversibls, the method will bs of lisdtsd value when applied to 
large and more ooogOioatsd proteins. This oritioism applies also 
to ths wozt of fail and Talks (above).
In our own searoh for a suitable tsohniqus to modify 
ths spscifioity of trypsin, we at first triad substitution 
with methyl ohlorofoznta. This, however, was only a llwitsd 
suooess and sc it was with iatsrsst that we saw a paper by 
Schallehberg and Galvin (1955) on the trifluoroacetylaticn of 
amino aoids and peptides in aqueous solution. 
ethyl thiotrifluoroaoetata as ths agent for this, they found 
that the intense elsotrqphillio property of ths trifluorsaoetyl
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group, and the unusual andnophiliclty of the sulphur atom, 
combined in the thiol ester to produce considerable hydrolytic 
stability. This was in direct contrast to the highly reactive 
trifluoroaoetio anhydride which has been previously used to 
prepare several trifluoroaoetyl amino aoid and siaqple peptide 
derivatives (Veygand et al.1952 }.
In addition, however, they found that although 
stable in acidic media, the trifluoroaoetylamide bond undergoes 
hydrolysis at PH's greater than 10.
From readily this work, therefore, it seemed to us 
that the functional derivatives there described could be put 
to use to protect a protein from tryptio attack, in the same 
way Anfinsmn used and carboxybensyl derivatives of 
proteins. Schallenberg and Calvin (1955) indeed had 
applied them suooessfully to peptide synthesis, in which 
the requirements of functional group masking and ultimate 
regeneration are moh the same.
Consequently, we have thoroughly investigated this 
matter, with respect to its own values and also its application 
to the elucidation of the structure of cytochrome o.
It has been found possible to mask every lysine residue 
in the cytochrome c chain, and the peptides produced by 
tryptio hydrolysis have been purified and analysed. The 
results thus obtained have compared well with the structure 
of cytochrome o proposed by Tuppy and Margoliash.
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The removal of the masking groups has also been 
aoocnqplished, although to do this it has been found neoessaiy 
to use either O.IM NaoH> or O.SM N Hg . The latter 
technique is favoured, as it is likely to be the more 
gentle approach.
With all these techniques involving substrate 
modification, however, successful results can only be 
obtained if pure ensyme preparations are used. In the 
present work, steps were therefore taken to guard against 
interference of this sort in the trypsin used. These are 
described in the materials section.
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CytoohzxHse o
Some of the horse heart pytoohrome o used in this work 
was prepared in this laboratory by means to be discussed, and 
solutions of this were checked for purity and concentration as 
follows I-
solutions of cytochrome c were diluted appropriately 
with 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.3 and their optical densities 
measured at 280 A little sodium hydrosulphite was then
added, and the optical densities nmsured again at 550 S|a.
The oonoentratione of the soluticxis could be calculated 
from the fact that
X 550 « 28,000 and if the solutions were purs
ElH-552-iïÉ* « 1.28. Amino aoid analysis were also done 280 mp ox.
to check the purity of the preparations and the absenoe of serine 
in these was a good indication of purity.
The remainder of cytochrome o used was obtained from the 
Bigma Chemical Co., who claimed it to be lOQ pure. This was 
checked by spectroecopio means and amino acid analysis .iln 
interpretation of the latter.
Results
0.0 550 mp red. _ .........   ■ 1. 2oO.D. 280 mp ox
See also Table 2.
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Table 2.
AminoA dd Hesiduee Cytochrcms £ Residues Cytoohrome £  (Margoliash et al.)
Asp 8 8
Thr 8 10
Glm 18 18
Ire 0 4
CJy 12 12
AX 6 6
Val 5 5
ILea 6 6
Leu 6 6
Tyr 5 4
ihAl 4 4
lys 18 19
Hist 5 5
Arg 8 a
Meth 8 8
Cyat 0#2 8
The absenoe of serine prbbably iniioated purity, and the disorepaaoiea 
seen in the table were almost certainly due to the fault of the 
analyser, (see Methods) and oysteio aoid being present as cysteine#
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Trypsin
Uuoh of the work deBcribed in this thesis oonoems a
means of increasing the specifioity of trypsin, thus oausing it
to fission proteins only at arginine centres.
The trypsin preparations in our possession, however,
(from lorthington's) were found to be oontasdnated with
ohyxnotrypsin to the extent of X or less.
It was difficult to anticipate the insportanoe of this,
but what was obvious was, that any action which sdght derive from
this ensyme would defeat the object of increasing the specificity
of the trypsin as additional peptides would be produced in the
hydrolyaate. This was verified in practice %hen the fairly
proloi^ed incubation required for the completion of a tryptic
hydrolysis, allowed appreciable ohymetryptio hydrolysis to occur
on a sample cf cytochrome o.
Attempts were, therefore, made to eliminate this
ctaymotryptio activity, and the first was by incubating the trypsin
preparation at 57%, in M HCl for a known time (24 hours or 40 hours).10
This treatment is known to render chymotrypsin unreootive,
(Northrop, 1954) but no published information is available ocncerning
its effect on tzypsin. Experiments were therefore oarried out
(as described below) to determine this, and it was disocversd that
incubation in U HCl destroys nuoh of the activity of trypsin.10
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Thus, to sohisvs a satisfactory hydroXyeis of a protein into 
peptides, using incubated tzypsin, it would be necessary to us# 
large amounts which could lead to confusion on analysis of the 
mixture.
Another approach was to limit the conoentration of trypsin 
and the duration of the hydrolysis. In the present context,
r
however, this sometimes leads to f\urther difficulty beoause for 
achievement of the greatest benefit from the limitation of 
tryptio hydrolysis of the protein, it is desirable that such 
bonds as are attached, are hydrolysed completely. (In this way, 
the sisÿlest mixture of peptides will be obtained). with 
trifluoroaoetyl cytochroem £, it was found a little difficult to 
obtain complete hydrolysis at the arginine residues and avoidance 
of significant chymo tryptio action.
A third attempt was the separation of trypsin and 
chymo tzypsin by electrophoresis as described by GrassQMnrt(196l).
In our hands, this technique gave only a partial separation, but 
as ^e overlap was small, and selective methods for the 
identification of the positions of the two ensymes were devised, 
it was possible to obtain some completely pure tzypsin by these 
means.
%is technique which is described below was only developed 
towards the end of the present work, at about the same tins as 
B.D.H. marketed a chymotzypsin fzee preparation of tzypsin. 
Although it was successful in itself, it was not used in the
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aytoohrome £ structural investigations.
Pptamination of Tryptio Activities
In this experiment, the activity of trypsin before and 
after incubation in U liCl is oooq>arsd. the substrate used in13“
this work was toluene sulphoz^l» 1-arginine'^thyl ester (Tsass)
^125.7 ag in 50 nl water] Tive ml of this solution and 2 ml
r
10
The tzypsin solutions used werei-
M I were used in every determination.
(1) 0.706 %% per ml HCl (20 pi)
16
(2) As in (1), incubated for 40 hours at 57%. (ao pi)
(5) lÿ. trypsin in M rtCl. incubated 24 hours at 57%*. (20 pi)16
In all cases, the reactions were oarried out in an automatic 
radiometer ti trigraph which followed the reaction by titra ti%% 
0.194 U NapH to maintain the pH of the reaction mixture at 7.5. 
At the sams tims, a graph was traced of alkali titrated versus 
time. 3ee figure. 2.
pgTMniNifioiV 0  
peTrKniMÂMOfi (2 )
  jDCiceniWAioM Q )
lU- 
ji ribufs
OlAALll. -**»■
i6 3 A. 1*0 k g
Yinr IN miNvnr^
<1*
FiGrURC ^
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R#0wlt# fron th# C^pha
The Aotlvlty of the trypeln at any point on the ourvee
#a# obtained Iqr dreeing a taisent to that point and oaloulating
the gradient of thia tangent» Aa very little apontaneoua
a^ paeoua l^roXyeia of the TSAME appeared to ooour» it erne not
neoeaaary to allow for thia.
A more absolute evaluation of the activity of the trypsin
in each oaae was obtained from the oaloulation of the reaction
ocmstanta from the formula.
K m 8.503 log Co stoana 
t Co * a
Co ■ the initial concentration of substrate
and a » the amount hydrdyaed in tism t
(1) Activity ■ 1.88
Reaction Constant ■ 0.0197
(a) AoUvity m 0.08
Heaotion Constant » 0.0083
(3) Activity ■ 0.09
Reaction Constant ■ 0.0028
Reparation of Trypsin and Chymotrypain by Electrophoresis
The trypsin preparation, in addition to about 1 chymo- 
trypsin, also contained 6Q MgSO^, Before electrophoresis, 
therefore, it was necessary to desalt the preparation, both to 
prevent the eleotrophoretogram from being obscured and also
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interference with the odour réactions described below for the 
selective detection of trypsin and ohymotrypsin*
Experimental
10 %  of a Worthington trypsin preparation were desalted on 
a G25 sephadez column (11 cm loqg x 1.5 diameter) equilibrated 
with 0*05 M HCl. The tiypsin was applied to the column in 1 ml 
solution and four ml fractions were collected* The emergence of 
the trypsin in the eluate was detected by optical density readings 
at 280 mp and the MgSO^ position was detersdnsd by the siddition 
of p& C12 and HCl to aliquots from the fractions*
The trypsin containing fractions were tiien bulked, 
lj3philised and the trypsin applied to Whatman No* I paper for 
electrophoresis in a three-inch strip across the electrophoreeis 
paper as shown* pig. 3.
A spot of ohymotrypsin was also applied as shown* Electropiioreaic 
was carried out in pyridine -glacial acetic acid - water buffer 
(50 s 2:1000) pH 6.4 with a potential gradient of 20 volts/ cm for 
60 minutes*
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eS%tr eleotr.pbor.mlm, tbe tiiyeotrypmln end trypmin emrm 
loMitsd bgr & detection Mthod uming ayntbetle mubmtrmtee:
Two mtrlpe of filter pmper i” z 23.5" mere dipped In 
(1) 0.01 N XaAME oontalnl% cremol red end mdjueted to pH 8.6
(a) bleiler to (1) exoept tbmt T8AME mae rmplmeed by phenyl 
al&blne ethyl enter
A i" mtrlp from the edge of the paper on mbioh 
eleotrepbormnlm of the trypmin had hmen married out man then 
sprayed mith ormmol red and mxpomed to n %  until It earn jumt pink.
%lm atrip mas then aandwltohad bateaan tbe teat atrlpa tbuai
Mg. 4.
—  / /■/m n r n n m r m n n  u n  i.ii iii.iï.
 .............................. 1 1 1 II m -m-n  11 n -n
rhfi effect In this sandwi^oh ima hydrolysis ef the TtUljS by 
trypsin end hydrolysis of the phenyl alanine ethyl ester by 
Qhynotrypain. These hydrolysis sere acoompanied by a loeerihg 
in pH and consequent deooloj^risation of the oresol red* Thus 
the x>ositiens of trypsin and ok^nsotrypsin oan be deterodnsd by 
the appearanoe of yellow patches on ttie red indicator background 
of the test strips*
• 4rX »
The experiaint showed that tx^puin and ohymetrypein 
were not entirely separsted. Nevertheleee, it was peeslhl# to 
elute pure trypsin from sn appropriately out strip,
y V -h
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Prep&r&tlom of ethyl thiol trifluaroeoetete (pe%^teoheim, Stokee 
end Nodiff» 1952} •
8 gm ethyl meromptan wore chilled on ea ioe bath and 
52 gp trifluoroaoetio anhydride were added drppeiee over a period 
of 1 hear with intermittent ohillin* and ehaking. The reaction 
veeeel erne fitted with a reflux oondeneer fitted w i ^  a calcium 
chloride tube# permitted to etand at room temperature for 1 hour 
and then heated at 100% for 5 hour## The exceee anhydride and 
triflxaoroaeetio aold mare removed by eaahing tvdoe with 150 ml 
pertiome of cold KQH# and teioe with eater# The material 
earn dried over anhydrcue magneeium eulphate and the eater earn 
obtained by fractional dietillation (boiling peint 90# 5 %  at 760 ma) 
yield 50 - baeed on etlgrl msroaptana
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Determination of Total Nitrogen
Samples of the material under investigation were 
digested for three hours in containing beOg (5Q- e/v and
3^1 w/t) and then the digestion mixtures mere made up to 10 ml 
with water# Two ml sang>les of these were subjeoted to 
Nesslerisation together with two oontrols of NH^ Gl.
Kesslerisation
To the samples# 5 ml SN MaoH and 2 ml Nsssler'a reagent 
were added. The solutions were allowed to stand for 15 ndnutes 
and then the optical densities read at 420 i^ #
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Amino Aoid Analymi#
(a) qualitative
The qualitative analyaie of amino acids was achieved 
bj means of two dimsnsional ohronatographj on sheets of Whatman 
No. I filter paper. The solvents used to effect the séparatione 
were butanol/ aoetie acid^ water (4:1:5) and phenol water# and 
the amino acids were deteoted and identified by dipping the 
papers in a O.t ninhydrin solution of ooiqposition# 05. 
ethanol « glacial aoetio aoid - oollidine (50:15:2) and heating 
them at 00% for five minutes. See Figure 6.
On some oooasions# however# when interest was focussed on 
the basic or acidic amino acids# the amino acids ware separated 
by means of high voltage electrophoresis. The apparatus used 
in these experiments was made by hhandon and had water cooled 
plates capable of accomodating paper 50 cm long/12.5 cm broad.
The material to be electrophoresed was thus applied to Whatman 
No.I papers of these dimensions# which were then wetted with 
pyridine - aoetio acid • water buffer ph 6.4 (100:00:890)# 
blotted# covered both sides by polythene strip and placed between 
the plates of the apparatus. These were water oooled mstal 
plates which were then pressed together with a pressure of 15 lbs. 
per square inch and contact between the paper and the buffer 
surroundi%% the electrodes was made ty paper wicks. The required 
potential difference (50 volts/cm) was applied across the paper
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for 40 ndnutes end the detection of the amino acids 
described above. This technique separated only aspartio 
add# glutamic acid# histidine# lysine and arginine. The mono 
amino monooarbcxyiio adds remained near the origin.
quantitative Aadno Aoid Analysis
Airiqg the course of this work# three different techniques 
were esqploysd. These are detailed below.
(i) The amino acids ware subjected tc two dinmnai<mal paper 
chromatography and estimated quantitatively usihg the a pedal 
dipping solution of Heilmann# BarroUier and Tatske (1957).
This consists of 100 xqg cadmium acetate# 10 ml water# 5 ml aoetio 
acid# 100 ml acetone and 1 gm ninhydrin# mixed in that order.
The chromatograms were left to develop for 24 hours in a large 
desiccator over concentrated sulphuric .add# the resulting spots 
eluted with methanol# and the optical density of the eluate 
read at 500 np.
The values so obtained were converted to amounts of amino 
acid using the extinction ooeffidents given by Heilmann et al. 
Whilst the method# as employed# was not capable of great predsion# 
experience suggested that the values obtained in axy one set of 
analysis were sufficiently consistent to give a semi-quantitative 
measure of the ratios of the amino adds present. Clydne and 
proline# however# could not be estinmted this way# neither could 
leucine or isoloudne be distingdahed from each other.
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The prosecution of this technique required oonsidsrsble 
amounts of time and its use was sometimes precluded when the 
solutions to be analysed contained mors than a certain amount 
of salts. On suoh occasions# the ZW technique# Levy# (1054)# 
Kooh and Veidel (1950)# as described below# was used. 
iTreparation# Extraction and q^uantitative Estimation of
DNI Axalno Acids
(ii) This was dene according to the method of Schroeder (1957)
whereby the aadno aoids were dissolved in 6(1* aqueous 
ethanol to which an excess of the NaHOOg neoessary to maintain 
the pH at 9 had been added. Exosss fluorodinitrobensene was 
then added and the mixture shaken gently for three hours at 57%.
The excess FDNB was first extracted from the above mixture# 
by peroxide free ether (four times). The solution was then 
acidified to pH5 and extracted three times with 4.5 ml ethyl 
acetate. The extracts were all washed with the same one ml 
of water# mixed# and the etl^ yl acetate evapourated off in a 
sublimation tube.
Most of the dinitrophenol present was then removed by 
vmouum aubUjKtlon (at 70% for 10 aimt..} to la&v. ttw r.aidu. 
ready for chromatography.
The aqueous phase was next extracted with secondary 
butanol. In order to prevent fomnaticm of a hotsogenecus 
solution# it was found necessary to add MaCl. The washing of
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the three eeoond&ry butanol extracts was similarly useless# 
as it was nsoessaxy to salt out each time.
The secondary butanol extracts were bulked and the solvent 
evapcÿ&wted# leaving a residue containing a considerable amount 
of salt. The DNk’ material was removed by extraction with acid 
acetone # (100 oo aoetcme + 1 co NHCl) which on evaporation left 
the amino aoids ready for ohromatography.
This was done two dimensionally using n-butanol/O. i 
ammonia (1:1) and 1.5 M phosphate buffer pH7. The figures 7 & 8 
show typical chromatograms.
To obtain quantitative results# the DNP amino aoid spots 
were cut from the paper and then eluted from it with 5 ml HgO.
The optical densities of the resulting solutions were then 
measured at 960 op.
This te<^nique has been used extensively in the present 
work with considerable success. Its imnunity to salt effects# 
for example# makes it in some instances a superior tool to the 
method described under (i). It is superior also in that it 
makes possible the measurement of amounts of aadno aoid# ra%i% 
fro# 0.01 limoles to 0.5 pmoles. It does not# however# distinguish 
between leucine and iso leucine.
(iii) Automatic Aadno Aoid Analysis
This procedure# although complicated# provides probably 
the quickest and most efficient means of characterising an amino 
aoid mixture.
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Tha asaemblj no# mv&ilmble in this Inboratary m s  
daaignad and built by Dr* Georga Laaf# #ho bamed his dsaign on 
earlier model# by Spaokoan» Moore and Stein (1958) # and Fie# 
and Morris (i960)*
The aadno aoid separation involved in this procedure 
is acooaplished on an ion exohange resin ooluam# the elution of 
ehioh is ooBtroUed by a "varigred" or idxiqg vessel (ooneieting 
•f nine inter-oonmeoted chamlbers)# that alters the ionio streqgA 
and lil of the eluate in a very speoiflc manner. The inter- 
coflneotioBS of the ohadbers» ehioh are indicated by the small 
shaded oireles can be teagMxrarily blocked ehilst the vessel is 
charged with its buffers; each oheeiber reoeives an equal weight 
of its required buffer* Figure 9.
The buffer to the column is pumped from ohanber I and as 
its level oonsequsntly falls# so the levels in all the other 
chaster# adjust themselves, throuj^ the various oonoectiona# in 
order to preserve the hydrostatio equiliborium* Thus# the 
desired gradients of pU and ionic strength are provided*
From the column# the buffer# as it emerges# is oaused 
to mia; with a special ninhydrin reagent* M&ese two together 
then pass through & "reaction coil" ismmersed in a boiliiq; water 
bath# and so the ninhydrin colour is developed# and the intensity 
of this depends on the quantity of amino aoid (if a%y) present* 
From the reaction coil# the solution passes on through 
a tubular couvette in a photometer where the colour intensity
FlGr(//i£T 9
. s o ­
is aoouratslj nsssusnsd» This is rsoordsd lay assas of an 
sleotronLo rsosrdi% doriee asA s graph is traosd vs tims# vhioh 
inlioatss ttas prsssnos of ths smlno aoids in the fora of peaks# 
From the area under these peaks, it is possible to oaloolate 
the quantity of amino aoid present# Individual aadno aoids are 
identified by their position on the graph, each amino aoid 
aleays assuming the same position due to the very aoourate and 
standard puoplng of the buffers and reagents#
The benefits ef this technique over the others used are 
numerous# The amino aoids themselves are analysed directly, 
and therefore no relianoe is placed on the oaqpletion of a 
seoondary reaction# Further, the salt effects are ndninal and 
the entire analysis, ehioh is capable of measuring amounts of 
amine aoids ranging from 0#1 - S#0 pmoles, eith reooveries of 
97 - K>2|fi, is ooegdeted in 84 hours#
It must be mentioned, however, that diffioulty has 
sometimes been experienoed with the analysis of lysine and 
histidine because of ammonia in the buffers# In the early 
analysis too, diffioulty was found in elutihg arginine quantit- 
-atively from the oolumn# This has since been ovorooem, however, 
by raising the column temperature#
Nevertheless, in view of its other advantages, on its 
beooming available, this technique was adopted in faveur of the 
others #
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ieptide Separation
To determine the amino aoid aequeaoe of a protein, it is 
first neoessary to degrade it to smaller simpler fragnsnts, 
ehioh must then be separated from each other and oharaoterised*
In this work, various means of doi% this were used, which 
relied on different principles# These are described below#
(1) Sephadex
Sephadex separates peptides aooordi% to their molecular 
else# It is a three dimensional oross linked, porouiB. 
polysa&aride substance with a basioally non ionio oharaoter but 
slight polar properties due to its hi^ hydroxyl groig) oontent 
and the presence of a very few - groups where some temdnal 
alcoholic groups have become oxidised#
In the presence of water, dry sephadex swells, and the 
amount of water taken up depends on its grade# This is expressed 
as "water regain" of the material in gms of water per gm of dry 
sephadex#
The water in a oolumn of sephadex consists of two parts, 
the internal water (Vi) i.e# the water in the grains, and the 
external water (Vo) which is the water in the column surrounding 
the gel grains# The value for Vi can be calculated from the 
known weight of dry sephadex, and its water regain, and Vo 
(the void volume) is determined as described below#
Thus, the total volume of the packed gel bed is
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7t » Vo ♦ Vi Vg where Vg ■ the voluno of the gel matrix.
The way in which sephadex effects its separation of 
molecules iss-
Small molecules are permitted to diffuse the
tephadex gel grains and are eluted from the columns in a 
volume Vo ♦ Vi.
Large adeoules, on the other hand, are not permitted to 
diffuse through the grains and therefore are eluted in a 
volume Vo.
Intermediate oases also exist where aoleoulea are partly 
able to diffuse throu^ the grains and these are eluted in 
volumes somsvhere between Vo and Vo * Vi.
The different grades of sephadex determine whether or 
not a,mcleoule is large enough to be excluded from the grains. 
These are:-
(1) G26 sephadex; a molecular weight of about 6,500 or
greater will provide for complete exclusion.
(8) 050 sephadex: 8,000 and above
(6) 075 sephadex; 40,000 and above
Determination of Void Volume of a Column
This is carried out by pasai%% through the oolumn a 
solute with molecular weight large enough to ensure complete 
exclusion and measuring the elution valums. Diluted Indian 
ink or haemoglobin are two materials which are suitable for the 
purpose.
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The coIubus of sephadex used in this work showed that
the resolving power of the technique is limited. Good
separation of peptides were only obtained when s large sise 
difference existed.
Method
The sephadex was equilibrated in water, or a selected 
buffer, overnight. The fines present were deoanted off and the 
oolumn then poured, in sections, from a fairly concentrated slurry.
The material to be separated was applied in as small
a volume as possible, and the column eluted with the buffer used
for equilibration. The eluate was divided into convenient 
fractions and these were analysed as described on page 62
(2) taper Electrophoresis
This technique, to produce a aucoessAil separation, 
requires that the peptides oonoemed have a difference in net 
charge. ?ith Qytochroms £, which contains a large number of * 
basic and acidic amino acids, the peptides obtained were generally 
quite amenable to this condition. The scale of this method, 
however, is limited, and it was found to be unsuitable for very 
complex mixtures.
The peptide material was applied to an electrophoresis 
paper in an 8 cm strip and run at a potential of 80 volts per cm 
for 60 minutes in the pyridine-aoetio aoid-water buffer 
previously described.
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The detection of the peptide# on the dried paper was 
achieved by means described below, on a small "market strip" 
cut from the elsetrophor# togram. They were eluted with 0.06 M 
ammonia.
A two dimensional extension of this technique was also 
used on some occasions, to produce "peptide maps". This was 
done aooording to Ingram (1958), except that the electrophoresis 
was carried out at a higjhwr voltage (see above). The second 
dimension was completed using ascending chromatography in 
butanol/acetic acid/water.
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Ths Tsohmiqse# used %e Dotsot Peptid# FooitloM en P#gp#f
U) lasÛZÉSlBSte
The prnpw# are dipped Im a 0#V> eelutiam ef «lAydrlm,
1b  M P  eootlo eold-oellldiiae (50:15:8), and
heated at 90# for flee rndBatee. The peptliee appear a# daik 
bbie etalne.
(9) dOerlne Method (RwiSel and Beppe, 1954)
The paper le air dried and aqy phemel eeepletely veneved 
with am eümmel-ey&er eixtiire (1:1 e/r). It la them maletemed 
with ethanelmaoetome (1:1 e/r) end hletted.
Best, It la enoleeed im a deaiooater aheve a eolmtlem ef
*"9 10 Bd. lOK BOl, and left for flee eiemtee Im 
the leemltlnd ataoephere ef ohleriaa (and oaddee ef chlorima)#
It la then I— ediitely tranefmed te a eolmtlem ef equal eolumee 
ef ^  C  and eaturated O-toUdema im #  aoetio aold# Maximum
odeurier appears after about twe miiutes, and the peptldee 
are ahoum ae dark blue patohea om a ll^t blue badgreund#
(!) K h r U d w  f9T thm O t t o t l m  of Trrotgdw»
Feptldea (Jepeem and Umlth, 1969)
The paper la dipped in a dlaettylaBlBebenm fildehyde 
eeluticn im acetone i dhloroform 9:1. À pœltiee teet la 
indicated ty the appearance ef a purple epot after two uinatee.
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(4) amhsguohi Teet for the Deteetioa of Ariinina Peptldee 
(Jepeon end Snitti, 1966)
The paper le dipped la a eolmtlea ef 0### oriee la 
aoetene and dried ia the air# It le aurt dipped la a eelatlea 
ef 6#8 hi hrcedae la 100 ml 0#6 M Marti. A peel tire teet le 
ladloated ty aa «range rod epet#
M#B# Methode (1), (6) and (4) oaa he eerviad out oa the 
ease paper, la that order#
(5) The Meüwd of PhlUlpe (1946)
The paper le heated at a temperature of 110% ftr 20 
Biaatee# The peptldee thae reaot with the paper and eaa he 
deteoted under 0.7# light#
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Rscovexy of Feptldea hj Elution Arom Filter Feper after 
Eleotrophoreaie and Chromatography
Low yields of larse peptldee obtained in some experlnente 
indicated that aubetantial lessee were occuriqg during 
fractionation. It was suspected that one source of lose was 
inooaq>Iete recovery of peptldee from filter paper after 
eleotrophoresie and or ohromatography. The efficiency of the 
elution technique was ^lerefcre investigated.
A sample of a peptide mixture, obtaining 744 pg K and
known to oonsiet predominantly of one large peptide, was applied
to Whatman No. I filter paper and subjected to eleotrophoresie
and chromatography (see page 54 ) • % e  section containing the
large peptide, remaini% near the origin, was dissected, and the
peptide eluted with 0.05 M XMg in the usual manner. The section
of paper was then freed of by saturation with 0.1 K N a ^ g
and drying in a vaouum deeeioator over The paper was
then hoaogenieed in 10 ml ammonia free water and the suspension
lÿcphilieed. Weighed samples were then digested for determination
of total N, together with a control containix^ 0.1 N.
Total weight of paper « 225 mg
Weight of eangOee (l) 49.5 mg
(2) 45.5 wg
The digestion mixtures wmre made up to 10 süL, and 2 ml were 
subjected to Nesslerisation together with the two oontrols of 
1414 Cl. The results are as shown.
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Sangle I Optical N present in
1 Density Sample
Control 0.820 100 pg
(1) 0.885 54.8 pg
(a) 0.870 85.0 |ig
• . :#kan total N in paper Beotian ■ 181
Henoe, aome of the total peptide N remained on thia
one aaotion of paper. Aa four other peptides were also
present on other parts of the paper, the recovery of peptide I 
may have been much lower.
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(5) Ion E%ohax%er#
The separation of amino acids or peptides or ion exchangers, 
depends not only on charge interactions, but also on the Van der 
Waal's forces existing between the exchanger and the side chains 
of the amino aoids or peptides. Between synthetic resins, which 
are hydrocarbon in nature, and hydrophilic substances suoh as 
hydraxyandno aoids, little Van der Waal's attraction exists.
These substances, therefore, may pass fairly quickly through 
columns of the resins. Conversely, hydrophobio compounds such 
as histidine are more stror^ly bound and oonsequently pass through 
the columns more slowly.
The use of ion exchange resins for peptide separations, 
came after their developamnt for amino acids. It was found, however, 
that the closely packed resin bed and the large numbers of side 
chains on peptides, were liable to cause the peptides to stick on 
the columns, unless resins with low cross linkage were used.
Hire, Moore and atein and their collaborators were the major 
pioneers with this work and they were successful in using Dowex 
50 - x2 and other resins with sodium and aamonium buffers to 
separate fairly oooq)lex mixtures of peptides deriving from 
ribonuolease (e.g. 1952, 1956).
Vittmann and Braunitser (1959) also used Dowex 1 - x2 
to separate the tryptic peptides from TKY. Using buffers 
consisting of mixtures of 2, 4, 6-oollidSne, pyridine, aoetio aoid
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and water, the task of desalting the peptides was reduced to 
one step.
The technique used by us, however, in this work, was 
developed by Konisberg and dill (1962). They used Dowsx
5o - x2 and pyridine buffers to suooessfully separate the tryptio 
peptides of o-globin. This method has all the advantages of 
those methods previously mentioned, i.e., ease of desalting 
and good resolution. In addition, however, it requires a shorter 
column and therefore separation of the peptides is achieved more 
quickly.
The technique, which was used only onoe, is fully 
described in the experimental section page 124 •
The use of cellulose exchangers was pioneered by 
aober et al. (1956), who found that suitable adsorbents could 
be prepared from "a-oellulose" hy treating cellulose powder 
with ohloroaoetio aoid to form a cation exchanger (ClUoelluloae), 
or with 2-ohloro-N, N-d ie thy lamine to form an anion exchanger.
Almost all that was said of the theory of ion exchange 
resins, applies in reverse to oellulose exchangers i.e. they 
retain hydrophilic substances whilst those whioh are hydrophobio 
are unaffected. Also, they form relatively loosely packed beds, 
and so proteins and peptides are not liable to be so strongly 
attached.
Although they have been used successfully to effect 
protein separations, little work appears to have been dons to
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apply them to the separation of peptides.
In this oonneotion, we have used oarbozymsthyloelluloi 
with very linited suooess to separate the tryptio peptides of 
cytoohroBB £. The technique used is fully desoribed in the 
experimental section, page 79 •
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Methods of Feptide Détection in the Bluate from s 
Chromatogrsphj Column.
(l) Aliquots from the various fractions were subjected to
alkaline hydrolysis, and the resulting amino aoids were then 
reacted with ninhydrin at #15. The intensity of the colour 
produced was measured at 570 agi and this gave an estimation of 
the quantity of amino aoid material present.
Â rocedurs
1 ml 2-5 M NaoH ia used for alkaline hydrolysis over a 
period of S hours et 100%. This le neutrellaed with 0.5 id.
6Q. aoetio aoid and the adjustment to #15 was completed by the 
addition of 0.5 ml 0.5 U citrate buffer #16. 0.6 ml of the
Terns and Cooking^ (1955) ninhydrin reagent was then added and 
the colour developed at 100% for 15 minutes, and read at 570
The ninhydrin solution consists of 0.5 gm ninhydrin,
49 ml methyl celloeolve and 1.0 ml 0.01 M KCN solution.
Airi%% these estimations, great care must be taken to 
exclude ammonia which gives a positive test. For this reason, 
the citrate buffer used was passed through a column of secoarb 
825 in the sodium form and the methyl celloeolve was purified on 
a colusm of amberlite IH 180. Also, the ninhydrin was rs- 
-orystallieed according to the method of Hire, Moore and btein
(1951).
m (M) ••
(2) Optioal D#n#lty UoMmreaanta
The optioal daneitiaa of the aolutiona auapeoted of 
containing peptide aaterial are read at 280 a%i. feptldea 
containing aronatio amino aoid raaiduea, each ae tyroaine, 
abaorb at thia wavelength and can thua be detected.
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k reparation of lap tide# Followed by .old Hydrolysis and 
Isolation and Estimation of the Resulting Amine Acids.
(Lookhart and Abraham# 1954 and 1956).
The peptide mixture# say 9-5 ng# was dissolved in 1 ml 
trimetiiylaBiine oarbonate pH9. To this# 100 nl F.D.N.B. in
8 ml ethanol was added# and the adxture shaken for 2 hours at
40%. At the end of this time# most of the ethanol was 
evapo^rated off in a oold air stream and to the aqueous solution# 
2 ml of trims thy lamine oarbonate were added. It was then 
extracted three times with peroxide free ether and the aqueous 
phase evapcurated to dryness before hydrolysis overnight in 
6H ilCl at 110% (1 ni).
The add hydrolysate was made up to 5 ml with smter# 
and the I W  amino adds were extracted# ohromatogrammed and 
estimated as previously described (page 47 ).
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Isolation and Purification of Gytoohr
Ths sarlisat attengpts to isolate and purify oytoohroms o
were made by Keilin (1930 A 1937)# Zeile and Reuter (1933)# and
Theorell (1935 A 1936). Although their techniques represented
a considerable achievement# however# and extensive purification
resulted# it was not until 1939 that cytoohrone £ was obtained in
oreasonably pure fbreu Theorell and Akeson were responsible for 
this# using an electrophoresis apparatus. Preparation of 
cytochrosm ^  on a large scale could be performed by this snthod 
W t  it was not suitable for most laboratories on aooount of the 
expensive equipnsnt required.
In 1945# Keilin and Hartree modified their previous 
technique (1937) and by means of ammonium sulphate precipitation 
on dilute aoid extracts# obtained an eleotrophoretically purs 
preparation of oytoohrosns o. Tint and Reiss (1950) however# 
used their original mmthod with success # but in this laboratory 
it was found that although it did occasionally produce oytochrams < 
of high purity# it oould not be relied upon to do so.
In 1950# ialeus and Neilands used the polyoarboxylic 
cation exchange resin amberlite IRC-50 for purifying oytoohrosm £• 
They smre in the forefront of workers using ion exxAia%%e resins 
in protein purification and wi^ cytochrome o they were able to 
take advantage of its high isoelectric point# 10.05# which 
allowed the adsorption of concentrates of the protein an the
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resin at pH9* Impurities were removed bj washing with 
ammonium buffers# leaving the oytOohrosne o to be eluted at 
pKlO.8 or fractionated into three bands at #19. The first of 
these bands was reduced# and the others oxidised# whilst the 
second appeared to be the purest as it had an iron oontent of 
0.46Q-# This is purer than the oytoohrome jo eluted by pH 10.8 
ammonium hydroxide and its physical oonatants ooopare favourably 
with those calculated for an eleotrophoretioally pure sample 
by Tint and Reiss (i960).
One disadvantage of this preparation# however# was 
that the material was collected in dilute solution# thus making 
it necessary to preoipitate with T.O.A. in order to concentrate 
it. This was unfortunate# as it has been shown by Uargoliash
(1952)# that T.G.A. modifies oytodhrome o into an enayraatioally 
inactive product# speotroscopioally identical with native 
cytochrosn £.
A modification by Neilands (1952)# however# improved 
the technique when he applied the charge at a lower pH of 7 in 
0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer. Washing off the isyurities in 
this buffer# he then eluted the cytochrome o in one band with 
saturated ammonium acetate.
It was also found in this laboratory (Leaf# Gillies 
and Firrie# 1958) that oytocAirome £ could# more conveniently# 
be eluted by use of a sodium phosphate buffer of the same pH# 
but higher molarity (0.25 U).
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One of the moat up to date preparations of oytochrooB o 
relies oonsiderably on the above technique. Am sdgbt be expected# 
it embodies the woxic of many laboratories. Subodtted by Hagihara# 
itonikawa# Tagawa and Okonuki (1958)# it begins with the 
extraction of fat freed sdnoed heart muscle with odd dilute 
aoetic aoid.
These extracts are then purified using a series of 
aaberlite IHO-50 odumms with ammonium buffers of varying pB*a 
and molarities# ammonium sulphate precipitation similar to 
that of Keilin and Hartree (1945) and crystallisation of the 
qytochrass £ from a solution of asoorbio add# ammonia and 
ammonium sulphate. This orystallisation is probably the main 
contribution made by this method. The cyto^iroae £ thus obtained 
by the authors had an iron oontent of 0.4£p. and an extinction 
ratio (550 mi) of 1.28. Further tests# such as electrophoresis
(280 sm)
and ultracentr^Tugation also indioated homogeneity and so the 
material was considered to be lOC^  pure.
A method using an extraction procedure whioh did not 
invdvs aoid extractants# however# was put forward tj Murray# 
Marinetti and Stots (1960).
In this method# a neutral salt sdution is esplpyed for 
the extraction of the ajtoohroam £# and a preliminary purification 
is brought about on this extract by the addition of aoetcne which 
at pH 4.5 precipitates much extraneous protein material. Further
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purifloation on the ion exchange resin XB 64» using phosphate
buffers» follows this to give a product with the extinction
ratio 550 w  red, m 1.25, itiioh oon^arss well with the velues 
280 i|i ox.
reported by other workers for purified cytocdiroos £• Also» the 
spectral properties of this product ocnpared favourably with 
those reported by others for highly purified preparations 
Olsgihara et al. 1958 d 1959; Uargoliash» 1959).
In our own preparation of cytoohrome o, the methods 
used were based on the work of Hagihara et al. and Stats et al.
Minced heart muscle (5 kgm) was extracted by a solution 
of sucrose^  oomtaini% saponin (stats et al. 1960) which was then 
discarded. This was followed by extraotion of the residue twice 
with acetone and the extracts were again discarded. These 
washes were oarried out (Stats et al. 1960) to disrupt the cells, 
particularly the erythrocytes present, while keeping the 
mitochondria intact. It was thus possible to wash out most of 
the soluble oytoplasndc proteins whilst the cytochrome £ 
remained in the particulate residue. This particulate was 
disrupted by the acetone washes.
The cytochrome o was extracted from the tissue with a 
sodium ohloride solution, and on this, the preliminary purifioation, 
using acetone (mentioned above) was oarried out.
Purifioation was continued (Stats et al. , 1960) using a 
batoh procédure, and the ion exchange resin XB 64 buffered to pH6.
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The ojtoohroae £ adsorbed on this resin was washed with distilled 
water and then eluted off using 0.6 M Nag
This eluatSf after dialysis was put through a ooLunn of 
the same resin and then eluted off using 0.1 M Nag HPO4.
At this stage, aooording to Stats et al. a very pure
product of oytoohrome £ should result. This, however, was not
OUT exporienoe, and so our preparation was subjected to the
ammomium sulphate treatment described by hagihara et al. (1958)
and then» after dialysis, ohrosmtogrammed on amberlite IRC 50
equilibrated with 0.25 M phosphate buffer pH 7 (Hagihara et al.
1958). The material was eluted from this oolunn with the same
buffer and spectral de termina tioms oarried out on the eluate
indioated 860 ag cytochrome £ and 550 m  red, m 1.06
280 m^i OK.
It was found, however, that purifioation could be acRiieved 
by fractionation on a column of 025 sephadex. Consequently, the 
total oytoohrome £ solution was dialysed for 6 hours against running 
water, and then overnight against 4 litres of distilled water.
The resulting solution was freeze dried, taken up in 20 ml water 
and applied to a ooluim of G25 sephadex, equilibrated in distilled 
water, 60 om long x 4 cm in diameter. The eluate from this 
column was collected in fractions of sise 6 ml.
The QytochroBB £ emerged from the column after 50 ml 
of eluate, and the table shows the extent of the purifioation, Table 5.
Table 3.
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fraction
NumAer
Ratio 
560 m  red. 
280 qp OK.
9 1.26
11 1.5
15 1.26
15 1.25
17 1.26
19 0.94
21 1.1
35 1.07
27 0.94
29 0.84
51 0.45
55 0.27
Very dilute fraotioxis
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Praotiooi 9 - 1 7 were bulked and taken as reamooably pure 
cytodiroee £•
From the table, it would appear that the iwpuritiee in 
the preparation, follow the cytoohrone o down the ooluen, over- 
-lappi% slightly with it at its tail. This suggests therefore 
that the contaminating material is a protein, or proteins, with 
molecular weights slightly less than that of oytoohrome £.
The N-Tenainal Residue of Cytochrome o
The number of free amino groups possessed 'by oytoohrome o
owas first reported on by Theorell and Akeson in 1941 
Using the nitrous acid method of Van 31yke, they obtained results 
to suggest that oytoohrome £ had 9-10 free amino groups in excess 
of the number of lysine residues.
This matter was reinvestigated later by Leaf (i.C> 
however, and he found by means of Praenkel Conrat"s Ora%e G 
method, that horse heart oytoohrome £ had a total of 24#6 
equivalents of basic groups per mole.
Now, the best amine aoid analysis indicates that in 
oytoohrome £ there are 19 lysine, 5 histidine and 2 arginine 
residues, in all 24 basio aide chain groups. This, therefore, 
left open the possibility of, at most, one N-terminal residue. 
Atteiqpts made previously in this laboratory, to identify this, had 
proved unsuccessful. Also, the results of Margoliash (1955) and
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Mmta*bmrm and Hagihara (1957) a#re oonflletiqg» and ao it #a# 
daoidad to roinroatigato the matter.
The firat approach to the problem man aubatantially the 
aama aa that uaed bj Margoliaaa and Hagihara. T)*hia maa the
preparation of ORP oytoohrome o# foUomad >y aoid hydrolyaia, 
and extraotion and chromatography of the reaaltiqg amino aoida.
In thia way, Margoliaah identified hiatidine and Hagihara identified 
arginine aa the H-terminal amino aoid.
The preparation of IMP oytoohroam o man aeooi^ pliahed 
aooording to the method of Sohroeder» (1957) uaing IS mg 
oytoohrome e (prepared in thia laboratory). The HUP oytoohrome jo 
warn aoid hydrolyaed and the IMP amino aoida extracted with ethyl 
aoetate and aeoendary butanol aa previoualy deaoribed. The 
reaidue from the ethyl aoetate extract eaa ohroamtogrammed aa 
uaual» and the one from aeoendary butanol #aa aubjeoted to high 
voltage eleotrophoreaia in H ammonia aolution for half am hour 
eith a potential difference of 50 volte jcnt»- -
RESULTS See figures 10 and 11
êuT^ tiôL j ^
AUfiMBa
£flJSL
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Test.
^  ^ DNP Ai^mme
^  ^  L DNP
Spot X» from the ohromatogram reaultiog from the ethyl eoetate 
extract, maa further Inreatigeted* The material oomprialng the 
apet maa extracted from the paper by mater, ahioh maa extracted 
in turn by ethyl aoetate. After evapo|6ration of the ethyl aoetate, 
the reaidue waa then aubjeoted omoe again to 6 N HOI hydroXyaia.
On ooaqpletion, the hydrolyaate maa evapoprmted to dryneaa, and 
the reaidue taken up in mater and ohroamtogzmemad one 
dimanaionally uaiqg butanol aoetio aoid. On development mith 
ninhydrin aolution, the chromatogram ahoim in the figure maa 
obtained.
DNP(%k.Marktir.
diHjwo
-22^0
i S o
Thia indioatea that aubatanoe % maa the derivative of a email 
peptide, probably oontainin^ lyaina. The eleotrophocetogram ahomn 
in figure, did not differentiate the teat apot betmeen S IMP 
lyaina and DNP arginina. To do thia, a Sakaguohi apray (aee 
mathoda) for the detection of azginina maa uaed, mith negative 
reaulta.
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Therefore, these results supported neither Uargoliash 
or Hagihara# It mas possible, homever, that some exceptional 
difficulty existed, and so two other approaohes mere tried. 
Eniyaatio Hydrolysis of Cytoohrome c
The failure of the above experiment to give conclusive 
results, necessitated a different approa<^, and for this reason 
ensymatio hydrolysis mas used. Bergnantv(1941) has shown that 
the ensyms trypsin hydrolyses proteins at their lysine and 
arginine residues. Therefore, if the work of Hagihara mas 
correct, and arginine is the N-terminal amino aoid of cytochrome a 
hydrolysis of the DNE derivative of this protein with trypsin 
should yield DNP arginine.
The activity of a trypsin preparation in our poaseeeion 
mas assessed, using DNP-1-arginine ethyl ester as substrates 
(see next page) and satisfactory results mere obtained, showing 
no interierenoe from the DNt group. 85 pi of a solution of this 
trypsin w/v in 0.057 II HCl) were therefore added to 12 ng 
DRL cytocdiromB dissolved in 1.5 ml 0.1 II phosphate buffer 
pH 7.9, and the solution incubated overnight at 57%. At the 
end of this time, the solution was carefully acidified to pH5 
and then extracted with ethyl aoetate and secondary butaz&ol as 
previously described. The mterial thus extracted mas 
ohromatogrammed and eleotrophoresed (as above), and examination 
of the resulting chromatogram and electrophoretogram with the
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Sakaguohi reagent, failed to indicate the preeenoe of DNl 
arginine.
Detenxdnation of the activity of Trypein towards 
OQ -l-Arginins Ethyl Ester
DNI -1-arginine was prepared according to the method of 
3a%%ar (1945) and converted to its ethyl ester using the conditions 
described by Bergmann et al. (1959). The DRi-l«arginine 
ethyl ester was precipitated from the reaction mixture with dry 
ether, in the form of a yellow oil. This was oentrafuged off, 
allowed to stand under vacuum for twenty-four hours after which 
time it appeared as a yellow crystalline substance.
The coeg>ound was purified by passing it through an 
alumina column using alcohcl-ether (1:1) as eluant. The 
material moved down the column in a single band, suggesting that 
it was already pure. This was confirmed by a one dimensional 
paper <^ roiaatogram, using butanol^ammonia as solvent, and having 
a reference spot of DW-1-arginine present. The above preparation 
gave only one spot with a different value from DNE’ arginine. 
Tryptic Hydrolysis
A aanple of DNl-1-arginine ethyl ester (9 eg) was dissolved 
in 4 ml of water and the adjusted to 7.5. 100 pi trypsin
solution ()g6 w/v in 0.057 N HCl) was added, and a fairly rapid 
hydrolysis ensued. This was followed by titration of 0.1 M
RaoH to pH 7.5 and a graph plotted of titration versus time.
Figure 13.
I
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A sinilar oontroi experiment e&e carried out with no 
trypein present» to find out the extent of aqueoum hjdrolyeia» 
After 91 minutes of this» 100 pi trypsin were added in order to 
direotly compare the two rates of hydrolysis. The results of 
both were plotted on a graph. Figure 13 
Deductions from Gnph
The activity of the trypsin is determined as the gradient 
of the tangent drawn to the reaction curve.
• • Activity • 7.6 m 7.61
Control gradient # 0.7 m 0.14
" T.. . True activity ■ 7.40
Heaction Constant K m 2.509 log 29.4 m 2.9
' 9 9.5
The alkali uptake was 95 pmoles. This indioates that the 
hydrolyses was almost complété» as 96 pnoles arginiae 
ethyl ester were used.
The previous results established definitely that arginine 
was not the N-terminal amino acid of oytoohrome o^ despite the 
evidence published by Hagihara ( 1957). This conolusion» however» 
did not explain why no end group had been obtained in the 
first experiment» when aoid hydrolysis of D W  oytO(&iroms o was 
oarried out. This tended to suggest rather that oytoohrome 9 
had no N-terminal group» perhaps through beihg joined head to tail»
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or that the N-terminal residue was auoh that methods involving 
substitutes with P^NB were unsuitable fbr its deteotion.
À further attempt to dsteot an N-terminal residue was 
therefore mde# using a method relying on rather different 
principles • the phenyl iso thioc^ rmnate method of Sdman for 
end group analysis (1950 and I960)
“C O  - #N
PK.
“ CO"^H-WN-<L C-5I
—CO—c H “  MH 
+
N
Ph. "hi ,,^W H - P k
I
o c
r
c s
Pk
The ohendstry of the technique is outlined inFigufe 14 and as
can be seen# its effect is to strip off the N*terminal amino
aoid of the protein in the form of a phenyl thio hydantgin derivative.
The presence of this derivative in Die reaction mixture# is
indioated by a U.V. maxima between 890 and 890 n^ # but this is
not si^ ffioient to identify the amino acid itself. This is done
by hydrolysing the phenyl thio hydantoin and no acid with dltiCl
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thua producing the amino acid in its original state, and to
identify this ohromatographioally. The experimental details
are obtained from the referenoe.
This prooedure was oarried out on oytoohrome o with
negative results, whereas with the same oonditions, syoglebin
yielded glycine# as the K»terminal residue.
This therefore oonfirasd that the N-terminal amino
acid of oytoc^rome £ was not susceptible to the usual reactions.
a ^It is now known that the N-terminal amino aoid of 
oytoohrome o is acetyl glycine ( Tuppy, 1961 )• This explains
the difficulty encountered in causing reaction, in that the 
amino acid is acetylated.
Carboxymethyl Cellulose and Peptide Fractionation
In order to investigate further the amino aoid sequence 
of oytoohrome £» the protein was degraded using the proteolytic 
eniyme trypsin. The separation of the resulting peptides was 
attempted unsuccessfully, uaing seocarb 886 and so it was decided 
to use the oellulose ion exchanger, carbosymethyl cellulose to 
obtain pure saaq>les of these.
Preparation of Column
Carbanymethyl oellulose was equilibrated overnight in 
0.006 M acetate buffer, pH5. A column (60 om long x 1.7 diameter) 
was then poured, the top surface being tapped down with a glass rod 
to give closer packing.
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Meanwhile, 2 pmolem (24 mg) cytoohrome o were aubjeoted 
to tryptic hydrolyaia in 5 oo 0,05 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 
for 4 hours at S7^ C usi%% 0.6 iqg trypsin. At the end of this 
time, the solution was boiled to destroy tryptic activity , 
lyophilised and taken up in 2 ml water. The pH was adjusted 
to 5 with 2 M acetic aoid and the solution was then applied to 
the column.
The elution from the column was begun with 0.005 M 
sodium aoetate buffer pH 6.0. After the passage of 10 ml, 
the concentration of the eluti% buffer was gradually increased 
by runni%% 0.5 M sodium acetate into a 100 ml mixing flask 
(initially charged with the starting buffer) attached to the 
column. Fractions of three ml were oollected, and the appearance 
of peptide material in these was detected by means of reaction 
with ninhydrin, after alkaline hydrolysis had been carried out 
on an aliquot of 20 pi, (see methods). The results of these 
were plotted on a graph. It was noted also that fractions 
46*60 contained material with the characteristic red colour of 
haem, thus indicating the preeenoe of the haem peptide of 
cytochrome £.
The absorption of the material in these fractions at 
696 e%i was read and these results are also contained in the graph.
Calculation from these figures on the amount of haem 
peptides obtained, taking E ■ 28,000, show that 2.06 pmoles are 
in fact present. This agrees well with expectation.
m'm
LSI
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km oan be seen from the grmphi very little oleer out 
■eparation of the peptides wee obtained. In order to 
inveatlgate this further# peaks I (tubes 4-7)# 5# (18-20)#
6 (21-28) and 7 (24-26) were lyophilised and taken up in 1 ml 
water. One tenth of the total material in each case was then 
subjeoted to high voltage paper electrophoresis in 
pyridine-acetic aoid-water buffer pH 5.4 (10 s100:890) at 
50 volts per om for 50 minutes. The resultiqg peptide positions 
were determined by means of ninhydrin dip# and the other techniques 
described in the methods section. Fig. 16
1 2
Peak i. 11 +
"? ? J z  '
—  PEAK S,
—  PCAlC
—  PEAK r.
The separated peptides were ^ eluted# hydrolysed with HCl^ and 
the amino acids liberated were detected by paper chromatography* 
with butanol-aoetio aoid-water yg phenol water.
* Details of these given in "methods. "
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In morne oases# Dead quantitative results were obtained usiqg 
the method of Heilmann et al. # but in the main# the results shown 
are merely qualitative.
HKaULTa See Tables. 4 & 5 
Table 4
AminoAoid il (1) 
Molar Ratios
VI (2) M  (1) (2) (8)
Asp 1.4 -f 2* 14.
Glu 4 U 14. 14.
Gly not estim­
ated by üds 
technique
14. 14. If
Thr 1.58 ♦ 24. U
AX 1.1 ♦ 14. If
Lys 2.2 ♦ 14. 24. 2f
Meth 1.8 14. U
Leu 5.4 ♦ 2+ 54.
Tyr 0.72 ♦ 1^ 14.
Fhe 0.8 54.
i ro not estim­
ated by this technique
14. 14.
Table 5
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Amino
Aoid
FS (I) P« (4) P5 (S) P7 (a) P7 (4)
Asp
Glu
Sf If
If
Gly 2f If
A1 If
Leu f
ILeu
khe
Tyr
Thr
i^ ro
Lye 2f
Arg If
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Chromâtograme derived from hydrolysates of (2)# F5 (5)# kb (4)# 
t7 (1)# i7 (S)# i^7 (8)i 17 (6) and 17 (7) were all too feint to 
interpret.
Thus the peptide fractionation obtained on the column of 
o&rboxynethyl cellulose was not efficient. Only by the application 
of electrophoresis was it possible to obtain pure peptide sanies. 
This technique was therefore abandoned in favour of a more 
sophisticated approach.
The Ponnatlon of Methoxyoarbonarl Gytochronae ^  and its 
Hydrolysis by Trypsin
I reparation of Methoxyoarbonyl Oytoohrome o (Chibnall# 1958)
100 mg cytochrome £ (extracted from horse heart in this 
laboratory) was taken up in 8 ml water and the pH adjusted to 9 
using 2N NaoH. Nitrogen was used for stirring and jQ.470 ml methyl 
chloroforma te was added over two hours in 50 pi portions. The pH 
of the solution was maintained at 9 throughout the reaction by 
regular additions of the 2N NaoH.
The resulting material was dialysed against frequent changes 
of distilled vmter at 4 %  and then precipitated on acidification 
of the solution. The precipitate was separated from the supernatant 
by centrifugation# but nitrogen detexT^nationa done on both inlioated 
that although most of the material had been precipitated# a 
considerable as&ount (l/5th) still remained in solution. The 
nitrogen determinations were done using Messiers reagent, after 
aoid digestion of the samples.
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Tryptio Hydrolysis of Msthoxyoarboqyl CytoohroiBB o
The preoipitate and supernatant mentioned above were 
reoombined and the pH adjusted to 8,2 thus omoe again giving 
a complété solution, in amount of this# oorrespending to 1 pmole 
cytochrome o was withdrawn# the volume of the solution adjusted 
to 5 ml with HgO and with the pH still at 8.2# 100 pi (iÿ i w^) 
trypein sdution added. The pH was maintained at 8.2 by regular 
additions of O.IH NadH and these additions were plotted against 
time <Mi a graph. The graph shows the progress of the hydrolysis. (Fig .17) 
From the graph# it oan be seen that 4.46 pmoles NasH 
were used per Mmole oyto^room o. If maskii% had been complete# 
hydrolysis would have occurred only at the arginine residues 
and so moly two M#clc# would have been taken up.
Mow# the excess mptahs of 2-46 luaoles corresponds to 
the release of at least 2-46 equivalents of amino groups. Probably 
more in fact when it is remembered that the uptake of alkali 
depends on the relation between ÿH and pK of liberated groups.
This is expressed in the Henderson equation 
pH a pK ♦ log HNIg
am*. 1 - •O
with respect to the reaction
8 ^ - O O - m - B  000" * (m)miMg ♦ ♦ i H *
In order to check these results# the extent of the tryptio hydrolysis 
was further investigated by the fIncrodinitrobensens technique i-
<x
FiéroeF n
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The DNF derivatives of the N-terminal amino acids were 
prepared and chromatogrammed as described in the "methods section" 
(see figure%8). The DNP amino acids were identified as shown by 
reference to a control chromatogram run under identical conditions*
^  SOTAWOu/
S*« DnP
DNP
t '/Dl KliW
DNP AlouwtoC' 
DNP TkrCort'ttxC’
Di Nk/e
The chromatogram suggests* therefore* that the tryptic hydrolysis 
has resulted in the creation of four or five new N*terminal end 
groups* as shown above* This would agree q^ite well with the 
results calculated from the uptake of alkali which indicated 
hydrolysis at 4 or 5 sites*
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The Urne of Trlfluorsoetylation to Increase the iipeoiflclty 
of Txypsln
The work by u^ eygand (1952) and subsequently Sshallenberg, 
and Calvin (1955) indicated that trifluoracetylation might be 
a convenient means of blocking tryptic hydrolysis at the lysine 
residues of a protein chain. The effectiveness of this technique, 
however* is dependent on the completeness of the reaction between 
the K amino groups of the lysine residues of the protein and 
COS St. A possible way to determine the extent of this 
reaction with respect to cytochrome seemed to be to react the 
trifluoroaoetylated cytochrome o with FDNB* and then after acid 
hydrolysis (6N HCl)* estimate the ratio of Aree lysine; £ 
lysine. (The trifluoroacctyl groups being unstable to acid 
hydrolysis* whilst the D W  groups are stable)$
To prove the validity of this method* however* it was 
necessary to establish that all the ^ lysine amino groups were 
able to react with FDNB* and define conditions under which 
ocsg)lete substitution occurred.
Obviously* with DNl cytoohrone £, the ratio of free lysine : 
ë^ DNk lysine once again gives a measure of the completeness of the 
reaction in this case with FI3W.
Technique for Reparation and Estimation of C Lysine 
and Free Lysine
The £ DNr lysine and free lysine were separated from each 
other* and from the other constituents of the hydrolysate by high
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voltage paper electrophoresis using pyridine-aoetio aoid«water 
buffer 6*4 and a potential of 100 volts per oa for 30 minutes# 
At the end of this time, the paper was thoroughly air dried to 
remove all pyridine and the material comprising the £  DNk lysine 
spot estimated as described in the smthods section# The free 
lysine present was estimated according to the method of Heilmann 
et el. (1957).
Â drawing of a typical electrophoretograa is shown below#
(Fig. 19)
Anfinsen et al. have used a similar technique to this one for 
the estimation of lysine#
Preparation of DNP Cytochrome o
(a) By the Method of Sohroeder (1957) (see "methods")
20 ng nytochrcne £ were taken for this preparation after 
¥^ioh the DNP protein was precipitated by acidification to pH3 
using 0#5 M HCl# It was then centrifuged off, washed with dilute 
HCl (pHS) until the washings were no longer yellow and vacuum dried# 
A sample of this was taken (3# 3 %) and the extent of substitution 
estimated using the technique described above#
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Recuit#
^  JKE' lyminc/3.5 #g DNP protein « 5.5 tJimoles
Ijcinc/S.S mg protein » 0.53 pnolee
#
• • % âge Ë lysine andno groups free « 13.6
This corresponds to 2.54 amino groups/mole cytochrome o.
(b) Preparation of Cytochrome o using an Automatic Titra tor
13 eg cytochrome o was dissolved in 8 ml water and SO pi 
FDNB added to the solution whicdi was stirred vigorously at 37%,
The pH was adjusted to 9 and maintained there ly automatic titration 
of 0.1 K NaoH for three and a half hours. At the end of this 
time, the DNP protein wua precipitated by acidification of the 
solution to pus with 0.1 M HOI and after oentrifugation it was
washed with acidulated water pHS (once), ethanol (once) and ether
(three times).
Complete removal of the ether under vacuum followed this, 
and then a sample of the DNP protein was taken, (10 %) and the 
degree of substitution determined as previously described#
Results
^  DNP lysine/lO mg DNP protein = 13# 5 pmoles
No free lysine was detected.
, . subctituticm was complete.
A similar experiment to this was also carried out at room 
teiqperature, when it was found that complete substitution was not 
obtained.
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Résulta
^  IX&' lyaine/5 mg protein m 4.45 pmolea
lyaine/5 ng DNP protein » 1.05 pmolea.
• # /V eg# ^  lyaine amino groupa Area » 20.0
Xhia oorreaponda to 5,8 andno groupa/mole cytoohrame jc.
Determination of the Bxtent to which Cytochrome o Becoraea 
Trifluoroaoetylatad and the Tima Taken
20 iqg cytochrome £ was dissolved in 1.5 ml carbonate- 
-bicarbonate buffer (1 M pH9). 100 pi GPg COS St waa added and
the mixture stirred at room temperature. More ester was added 
at regular intervals over five hours until in all 400 pi had 
been used. At the same time, samples were withdrawn from the 
reaction sdxture and treated with FL99B to determine the degree 
of substitution as previously described. The C.DMP lysine produced 
was plotted against time. (Fig. 20).
Discussion
The results shoe that trifluoroaoetylation is coeqplete 
after three hours at pH9. It was assumed after this experiment 
that the pH requirements for the reaction were not critical in 
the absolute sense. For this reason, therefore, plus the fact 
that it was considered safer to operate as fhr as possible from 
pHll, at %hioh value it was known that desubstitution was liable, 
subsequent blocking reactions were carried out at pH 8.5. 
Unfortunately, as was later discovered, 1.0 groups renmin
0 8
0 3 '
19040
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unmubmtltuted at this pH shioh presum ably lead on tryptio 
hydrolysis to a certain amount of undesired fragmentation of the 
protein. As only 1.0 groups were involved, hoeerer, this would 
be small.
Removal of Trifluoroaoetyl Groups
In Schallenberg and Galvin* s work, the removal of 
trifluoroaoetyl groups (TFA) from amino aoids was aooooplished 
sis^y and easily, by raising the pH of their aqueous solution 
to 11.
In some of our earlier experiments, as will be seen, the 
removgd of TFA groups from large peptides was attempted in a 
similar way. Treatment with FiJHB, however, resulted in a low 
yield of £ DNP lysine, thus showing that complete remoe#l of the 
blocking groups was not achieved and so other methods were tried,
(a) A sample of a partially blocked peptide, on which an
attenqpt had been made to remove the TFA groups at pH 11, was
treated with FDNB in the usual way to ascertain the exact extent
r -7*of desubstitution. The peptide was F(1 - 91) j_Tuppyl and 6 mg 
was taken for estimation.
Results
Æ  DKt^  lysine/6 ng protein # 8.62 pmoles
lysine/6 mg DÎG protein m 6.22 [.unoles.
• • / lysine 6 amino groups still substituted m
This corresponds to )^2 amino grotqps/mole cytochrome o*
* 1961
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An attempt was therefore made to find a method of quioklj 
deblocking the remainder of this material (16 pmoles), which warn 
therefore dissolved in a solution 0.1 M with respect to NaoH 
(volume 18 ml). Samples (10 pi) were withdrawn at 30 minutes 
and 00 minutes after which time the pH of the reaction mixture 
was returned to 7. These samples were subjected to Te mm and 
Cookings nlnhydrin reaction at the constant intensity of the 
colour obtained suggested that complete desubstitution had 
been achieved.
Results
Optical Density at 570 mi
50 minute sample 0.99
60 minute sample 0.99
0.8 ml M glycine (0.08 pmoles) 1,032500
(b) A sample of oytoohroms o (2 paoles) which had been blocked
at pH9 and stored at -10% for three weeks was dissolved in 0.5 M
ammonia and inoubated at 37%.
Raaples (^^) were withdrawn from this solution at sere 
tins, 30 minutes, 60 minutes, 120 minutes and 16 hours (overnight),
and treated with FDHB as usual to determine the masber of g amino
lysine groups blocked and unblocked.
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Hcaults s«« Tabla «.
Table 6.
Time ofincubation(minutes)
#  INk' lysine 
Mmoles
Freelysinspmcles
lysine
groupsblocked
lysinegroupsunblookmd
0 3.88 5.46 11.9 6.1
30 6.5 4.86 2.0 10*0
60 7.2 4.92 7.0 11 0
ISO 9.0 3.0 4.2a 13.8
overnight 10.8 0.096 0.1
The Effect of CFj 005 Bt and CF5 CooH on the Activity of Trypain
After the trifluoroaoetylation of oyto<mrome o, considerable 
amounts of CF^ 008 Bt and GFg CooH must remain in the reaction 
mixture. The following experiments were therefore carried out to 
measure their effect on the activity of trypsin and to determine 
whether or not their reaurval is necessary.
Two 1 ml 0.5  ^trypsin solutions were r&*de up in 0,01 M 
phosphate buffer pH 9 and to one of these, 20 pi GFg G05 Et was 
added. Both solutions were then shaken for three hours, at the 
end of whioh time, their activities were determined, using tolmene 
sulphonyl arginine ethyl ester (T5^ \ME).
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(a) Activity Determination using the Trifluoroaoetylated Trypain
This was done in the automatic titrator-radiometer at
pH 7.5 usir% 20 qg TSIME dissolved in 6 ml water and 10 pi trypsin
solution. The titrator was charged with 0.1 X NaolT, and the
graph shows the rate of the hydrolysis. (Fig. 21).
Â second experiment was carried out usi%% the same
conditions as above in a solution M with respect to UFg.CpoH.
25
This is roughly the situation after the trifluoroaoetylation of 
50 mg cytoohrone £• The graph shows the rate of hydrolysis.(Fig. 2l)
(b) Activity Determination using the Control Solution of 
Normal Trypsin
%ie conditions were exactly as in (a) except that 10 pi 
control trypsin solution was used. See graph. (Fig. 21). 
Calculations from Graphs
The activities and reaction constants were calculated as 
previously described.
10 Ml normal trypsin:
Activity * 4
Reaction constant » 0.02046
10 111 "blocked" trypsin
Activity 8 5.28
Reaction constant » 0.01647
10 pi "blocked" trypsin f CF^.Codi (40 |il)
Activity 8 2.16
Reaction constant m 0.01200
ALKALII 
^  HOLES
ro
-------- NORMAL TtiPSiM
--------------TFA TRlPSiN
------------- TFATR1PS»N ♦ - CPyCôoH
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Dimouemlon
The trifluoi CN^ oetylmtlon of txypain oaumem a reduction 
in it# activity at pH 7.5, of 20 - 2!ÿ'.. The trifluoroaoetylation 
of trypsin plum the presence of GP^jCooH, reduce# it# activity 
by 4Qb. The removal of these substance# from a tryptic 
hydrolysate is therefore desirable, but not essential.
Uytochroms js, its Trifluoroaoetylation and Hydrolysis by 
Trypain, followed by Investigation of the leptides.
Experiment (l)
100 qg oytochrome £ was dissolved in 8 ml water, and the 
pH of the solution was adjusted to 8.5. 100 pi CP^.COS Et was
added, and the pH maintained at 8.5 by regular additions of M HacH 
from an automatic titrator. The reaction was continued for 5.5 
hours and 400 pi more GPg.COS Et was added over this period.
At the end of this time, the excess eater was extracted 
with chloroform (twice) - it was necessary to perform these 
extractions rapidly as aqueous hydrolysis of the ester with 
consequent pH reduction, causes precipitation of the blocked 
oytochrome o.
In order to hydrolyse it enzymatically, the blocked cytochroBM 
G solution was returned to the automatic titrator and 1.86 %% trypain 
was added. The pH was maintained at 7.5 for two and a half hours, 
After whioh time the solution was boiled fur 10 minutes to 
deactivate the trypsin.
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xTelladnary Fractionation
After hydrolymis with trypein, followed "by boiling, a 
red precipitate whioh had formed was centrifuged off and 
labelled Fraction (!)•
The pH of the remaining solution was reduced to 5, and 
a further coloured precipitate which appeared was also 
centrifuged off and labelled Fraction (2). Both precipitates 
(1) and (2) were washed with mildly acidulated water and the 
washings bulked with the final supernatant whioh was faintly 
yellow in colour and labelled Fraction (S).
Deblocking of Peptides
In this work, which was carried out before the control 
determinations described elsewhere, an attenq>t was made to 
deblock by raising the pH of each fraction to 11 with 0*25 M 
HaoH. The pH was maintained at this level for three hours at 
a temperature of 57%, and at the end of this time, the pH*s of 
the solutions were readjusted to 7.
Electrophoretic Separation of the leptides
This was done as is described in the "methods" section 
on 10 ^  of each of the fractions# The buffer used was 
pyridine/tlAO/ÜgO pH 6.4 and the electrophoresis was carried out 
for 56 minutes at a potential difference of 80 volts per cm. (Fig.22).
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Fraction (1)
Fraction (2)
PEpr»08 1.—  PmPrtpë a.
Fraction (5)
i i i i
Figure 22
The detection of the peptides and their elution from the paper 
earn achieved as described in "methods". The peptides were then 
acid hydrolysed and their amino acids estimated using either the 
DNk" method or the method of Heilmann et al« as described in 
"methods*"
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Résulta 
Frmotion (1)
Here the amino acids were estimated from their iXûr 
derivatives. üee Tables 7 and 6. 
il (coloured)
Table 7.
DNk 
Amino Acid
Total 
pmoles in 
Fraction
Molar Ratios
Asp 1.5 2
Glu 5.125 4.9
Thr 1.55 2.16
Pro 0.6 0.97
Val 2.25 5.4
A1 0.6 0.97
Leu & 
ILeu 1.78 2.75
Gly 4.55 6.8
rhe 0.675 1.08
Hist 1.95 5
Lys 4.56b 6.7
Cya 1.5 2
arg 0.525 0.84
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The yield of this peptide is 7 based on the amount of o^ioles
amino acid recovered» compared with expectation 
F2 (coloured) Table 8
mk 
Amino Acid
Total pjaoles 
from this 
Peptide in Fraction
Molar
Ratios
Asp 0.175 1.05
Glu 0.575 5.4
Thr 0.225 1.56
Val 0.510 5
Leu ♦ 
ILeu 0.065 0.582
A1 0.175 1.05
Gly 0.775 4.58
Phe 0.15 0.39
Hist 0.25 1.48
Lys 1.012 6
Gym 0.358 2
______________________ 1
Yield . 1.7&À
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Fraction (2) Andno acid analysis on DNP derivatives» see 
Tables 9 and 10
II (colourless)
Table 9
Amino Acid Total pnolos from this leptids in 
Fraction
Molar
Ratios
Asp 5.21 4.1
Glu 4.98 6.2
Thr 4.86 6.1
Pro 1.55 2
A1 2.41 5.1
Gly 5.84 5
Leu 4.55 6.0
1.56 2
Lys 7.74 10
Afg 0.72 1
tfeth 0.765 1
Tyr
Try Destroyed by add hydrolysis
Yield IQL
P2 (ooloured)
Table 10
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DNP 
Amino Aoid
Total pmoles 
from this 
Peptide in 
the Fraction
Molar
Hatioa
Asp 5.59 5
Glu 10.25 6
Thr 5.6 2
Pro 1.57 1
Gly 15.1 7.25
Ala 1.725 1
Val 4. 56 2.5
Leu ♦ 
ILeu 5.55 5
Phe 2.85 1.6
Hist 5.52 2
Lys 12.2 6.77
Cys 5.6 2
Arg 1.1 0.61
Yield
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Praotlon (S) tables 11, 12, 13, 14.
PI (oolourless) Amino Add analysis on DNP Derivatives
Table 11
DNP 
Amino Aoid
Total pmoles 
from this 
Peptide in 
Fraction
Molar
Ratios
Asp 8.086 1.6
Glu 5.654 0.77
Thr 6.08 1.57
it*o 5.11 1.11
A1 5.9 1.27
GLy 8.55 2.01
Fhe 5.08 0.72
lys 8.95 1.97
Tyr
Yield
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f 2 (oolourlass) Amino Aoids Estimated Aowordlng to
Table 12
Heilmann et al.
Amino Aoid Total Mmoles 
in Praotiom from this 
Peptide
Molar
Ratios
Asp 2.9 1.7
Glu 6.7 5.95
Gly not estimated \3j 
this teohmiqms
Thr 1.93 1.13
Math 0.883 0.515
Lys 5.45 5.19
Leu 5.92 2.3
iTO not estimated by 
this technique
Tyr 0.716 0.42
Yield
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(colourless) Amino Adds Estimated by the Mathod
of Heilmann
Table 15
Amino Aoid Total Mwlee 
in Fraction 
from this 
Peptide
Molar
Ratios
Olu 2.42 2.19
Gly not estimated by 
this technique
Thr 2.25 2
A1 0.92 0.84
Lye 5.46 5.15
Arg 0.559 0.525
Fhe 1.62 1.46
Tyr 0.194 0.175
Leu 2.81 2.56
Math 1.26 1
Fro not estimated by 
this technique
Yield . 11^
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P4 (odour less) Amino Adds Estima ted by the Method
Table 14
of Heilzoann et al.
Andno Aoid Total Mmoles 
in Fraction 
from this 
Peptide
Molar
Ratios
Asp 10.9 2.2
Glu 11.9 2.4
Thr 4.45 0.9
A1 9.4 1.9
lys 15.9 5.2
Tyr S. 66 0.54
Leu * 
ILeu 14.8 5
Held 8Q
The N*terminal end groupe of the peptides were deterndned 
using the technique desoribed in the "methods" section, and the 
results are shown in the table^  (15) •
The^ DNt' lysine reooveries show the extent to which 
the TFA groups were removed from the various sections of the 
protein.
Tkble 15
• IOC "
Peptide
L*i:urminal 
Amino Acid
As a ^ age of 
the total 
Amino Acid of 
its kind in 
the Peptide
E DNP Lysine 
as a /«age of the 
total Lysine in 
the Peptide
Fraction I 
FI
Nona Detected Nona Detected
Fraction I 
F2 None
Detected None Detected
Fraction 2 
PI
Lyaine 7.0 52.0
Fraction 2 F2 None Detected 8.0
Fraction 5
PI Lysine
42.2 None
Fraction S F2 AsparticAdd
42.0 74.0
Fraction 5 
F5 Tyrosine 790.0 85.4
- lOT .
2nd Approaoh to the Triflmeroeoetylatlon of Cjtoohrane 2# 
it# Hjdrolymie eiüi Tiypein, FeUoeed by XnveetlgAtion #f 
The Peptides.
In this experiment, a preparative attempt ses nade to 
isolate the large peptides ef qytoohrone O9 prednoed ly hydrolysis 
at its arginine residues.
In the previQiis experiment, the yields of sens of these 
peptides were low, probably because of hydrolysis at centres 
ntbmr than arginine. On this occasion, therefore, lees tsypsin 
ess used in an attempt to minimise this.
850 eg lOOpt oommerdal cytochrome jo ess enbjected te 
the blocking technique and then hydrolysed hf trypsin as 
described in the previous experiment (l mg trypsin ess used for 
the hydrolysis).
After boilimg to deactivate the trypsin, the preliminary 
frsotionation by pB adjustmant resulted in only tee fractions.
The pB*s of these free tiens esre then raised to 11 with 0.80 M 
MacH for six hours at 5790 in order to deblock them. It earn 
discovered, hoesver, on reduction of the pH of the red precipitated 
fraction that a red precipitate developed at pH 6 leavimg behind 
a deep red coloured solution. This solution pins the eashiqgs 
from the precipitate eas labelled yRACTIOH I, eiiilst the precipitate 
suspended in eater and the original suqmmatant eers labelled 
FBAOTIGIf 2 and FBACTIOH 5 respectively. It ess noticed ef 
Fraction 5, %*en returning its pH to neutral with #.l M HOI, that
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its ooloor in aoid ■olution nnm yellew# nhilst at mlkmline jfl*s 
it WÙM pink (me# fig. 85)»
Th# Total KLtrogen Content of tho Fiaotiona
The total nitrogon content of Fraotiono (l) and (8) 
was doteminod as is dosoritod in tho "methods" section. The 
wains for Fraction 8, which was found to bo Torj insolabls, and 
showed a marked tendonpy tc stick to tho flask in which it was 
stored, was calculated by difference.
Bosults
Table 16
Fraction Total %trogon fi Oytoohrome o 
Nitrogen
1 7.8 81
8 58.5
5 7.64 mg 80.5
OosQparison of tho Bktinotien Cooffioients of Ftwotiens 1 and 8 
and CjtoohroM c.
Samplos of Fraction 1 and cytochrome £  oontainihg 0.865 pg and 
0.18 e# nitrogen rospoctiwoly, wore diesolwod in 4 ml 0. IX phosphate 
buffer jfi 7 and the iron in each reduced with a little sodiim 
dithienato. Tho optical densities of those solutions wore road 
at 550 m^«
cyiocHnone 6
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An attempt made to deal elm&larly with a sample of 
FraotiGQ 8 (oontaiaiQg 8 N) was only partially suoeessfül 
as a considerable mount of this material did not enter into 
solntion.
In each case, the extinction ooefieient was calculated 
ftooi the f onmila
Optical density ■ Rxtinotion Ooefieient % concentration 
In this case, the oonoentration was in terms of 1 ng nitrogen. 
Results
Table 17
Aractiom Extinction
Ooefieient
Cytcchrem £ 4.17
fraction i 0.457
fraction 8 1.0
Peptide Maps of fractions 1, 8 and 5 as an Indication of
Their Oompcsitiem
These were dons according to the texAnlque described in 
the "methods" section (see fig. 23a). The peptide naps were 
dewaloped using soma of the methods described in the "methods" secti< 
The results are stated below.
iisi i3jul (hA«. (HaO
L
peft^TtoH 1. FKAtlON A
Ho o* o
^  4Etexii2opH0fLn\s
<D,
PLEtl WPWORe%»3
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m o n o »  1
lÜBhyArlB 
SalmgHflhl 
Erlloh* #
m o n o »  8
RLnhjdrln 
Erlioh*■
m o n o »  »
Wlghydrim
Smkmgudhl
SrUch
Peptld# 1, aolouzBd 
ail peptlde# rsastad positiva 
peptida# 1 and 8 slight positiva 
ail nsgativa
Only oms psptids, and it vas eolsurad
positiva
nsgativa
nsgativa, but th# natural rad colour of 
th# psptids oould hava bsen obscaiad by 
a slight positiva rssult.
Paptid# 1, vaxy slightly odoorsd 
all positiva 
all nsgativa 
all nsgyitiva
Invsstigation of Psptidss Soparatsd from Praotlons 1, 8 and 5 
Fraction 1
0ns-tenth (779 pg ») of th# total material in th# frsotion 
ass applied to a paptid# map and run under somditians identlsal 
to those already desoribsd. Then, using th# previous map for 
Fraetian 1 as a guide, paptid# 1 ass di&otsd and alutsd vrlUi 
0*05 M This solution did not rsmova all tbm colour from the
paper, hoaavar, and so th# aslarity aaa inoroassd to 0,8 .
This also failed to ramova all the adsorbed material, and so that
- Ill -
ihloh had haem roiaovad aaa dried under vaouum and then aeid 
hydrolyeed a# previooaly deeoribed.
The amino maid content of the hjdrolynate uae estimated 
on the automatio amine add analyser disoussed in the "me^odn" 
section. The results ars as sheen.
fraction 9 mas dealt with in an identieal fashion 
(760 Mg N mars applied to tho peptide nap.)
Frsotion 3, vhloh the peptide anp technique had suggested 
mas relatively pure, mas hydrolysed directly (]/40th i.e. 
material oontainimg 400 Mg ») and the amine aoid analysis obtained 
from the aatomatio analyser.
Results dee Tables 18, 19 and 20
The absenoe of values for Pro, i%% and Oys in the above analysis, 
mas due to inadequacies in the automatic analyser, vhich at this 
tima mss at an early stage in its development.
Table 18 
FRACTION I, Il
- lia -
AminoAoid pWoles MolarRatios
Asp 0.488 8.72
Thr ■ Ü.71U 5. tW
da 1.11 6.18
Pro
Cly 1.205 7.22
Al 0.6085 5.55
Ysl 0.1795 1
Hath 0.0656 0.567
ILeu 0.527 1.82
Leu 0.547 1.94
Tyr 0.0996 0.55
Fh# 0.1965 1.095
Lys 1.15 6.5
Hist 0.1495 0.855
Arg
Cyi
Table 19
FRACTION 8
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Amln#
Aoid plfolss MslarRatios
Asp 0.471 6.08
Thr 0.489 6.08
Oltt 0.854 10.8
Cly 0.966 18.2
Al 0.598 5
Val 0.885 5.6
Pro
Hath
ILeu 0.461 5.6
Leu 0.482 5.4
Tyr 0.1565 2
Ph# 0.815 2.72
Lys 1.588 17.6
Hist 0.285 5.6
Arg
Cys
Table 20 
FRACTION 5, PI
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Amino
Aoid
pMolee Molar
Saties
Asp 1.788 6.94
Thr 1.566 6.14
d a 1.194 4.57
Pro
d j 1.655 6.44
A1 1.51 5.1
Val 0.464
Leu 0.455 1.68
ILeu 0.146 0.569
Tyr 0.857 1
Phe 0.565 8.8
lye 1.910 7.44
Hist 0.15 0.584
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Removml of the Trlfliioroaoetyl Groups Arsm Praotlons 1, 8 and 5
A ohsck was mads on the material in Praotiom 8, using 
PDHB (sse earlier seotion), to asoertaln whether or not 
incubation at pH 11 for six hours had oompletely removed the 
TPA groups* The result of this dstexsdnation showed that some 
still remained and these eere removed in the manner dssoiibed|pp 92 
Fractions 1 and 5 were then treated similarly.
Results
Praotiom 1 Tims Optical Density at 570 mp
Zsre 0.68
15 mln. 0.88
50 ndn. 0.855
Praotiom 5
45 mln. 0.855
Ears 0.808
15 min. 0.94
50 min. 0.94
45 min. 0.94
Blank 0.581
Despite the hiiJn blank, it oan be seen eith bsth fmotions that 
theme is an inoreass in the intensity of odsur produced eitti 
ninhydrin. This indicates that the dssubstitutism was not quite 
oosplets before the above treatment, whilst the constant colour 
intensity ultimately obtained, suggests that desubstitution was 
achieved.
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Filet Run Puri floe tien# of Freotione 1, 8 end 0 on 
GSfi a#%a%mdeK
080 aephedex (medium grade) wa# equilibrated with 0.05 M 
phosphate buffer ÿH 9.9 and poured to form a oolumn 56 om Isqg x 
1.5 cm diameter (void volume 19-7 oo, dsterainad using rat 
haemoglobin}.
Attempts eere made to purify samples of Fraetioms 1,
(l/6th i.e. 1,500 Mg K), 8, (i/9th i.e. 1,777 Mg *) 3#
(l/6th i.e. 1,860 Mg ») on this oolumn. Baoh sample in its turn 
was applied to 8 ml solttticn pH 9.9 and the oolum was eluted eith 
0.05 M phosphate buffer pH 9.9. The positions of tho peptides in 
tho ffaotiens oolleoted eexw determined by taki% aliquots, subjootihg 
these to alkaline hydrolysis and then estimating the amino acids in 
As resulting hydrolysatos with %emm and Cookings ninhydrin solution 
(see "methods " ssotion).
the zesults for all three fractions aim shown in the
grmphm (Mgm. 24,25 A aà
As can be seen, the coloured peptide frcsi Fraction 1 cams 
through after 14 oc, the eoloured peptide (s) oomg)risi% Frsotion 8, 
after 16.5 os and the main peptide in 3, after 15 oc. A sample 
of oytedhroms e run through the same columm emerged after 16 cs.
Row, as the void volume of the oolumn « 18.7 oc, all fractions 
and oyteohrsms # have been retained to some extent by the GS5 
sephadex. In the case of oytoohrome £ this is unsxpected and must 
have been due to change effects. 81 th the peptides in the fractions.
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th#r#f@r#, it is diffioult to drmw oonolnsiom oono#mi#g Hisir 
sis#, as th# chsrg# sffisot# spsrstiqg b#t###n ssich sad th# #«phsâ#x 
#r# untaMWA.
f ü U  Scsi# Purifiostions of th# Ffsotion#
Those #er# don# in a sauner almost oxactlj similar to 
that used in the pilot rums, emoept that a fin# grad# of 085 
sephadex mas used, in a column 88 cm long * 8 am in diameter 
(void volume 78.5 oo). Also, the material from each fra#time 
ma# applied in its turn in 5 oo volume and in the fTaetien i rum, 
sample# mere oolleoted of eie# 4.6 ml, in the Frsotion 8 run, of 
sis# 5.8 ml and in the Fraction 5 run, of sis# 5.8 ml.
The results for all three run# are sheen in th# graph#
(Fig#. 27,28 d 29 )•
The samples oomprisiog the peaks ahoun on the graph# mere 
bulked and then ly jphi lined.
Feptide Maps of t*ie li ak#
These mere den# in the usual may in order to inrestigate 
the homogeneity of the material oentained in the bulked samples.
1^  ^of the total material mas used in each oae# (so# Figs. 50,51 & 52)
Total Nitrogen Oontent of the Peak#
These mere estimated as is desoribed in the "methods "
section.
M .  T.U. 21
The lorn yield of nitroigen in Fxmotions 1 and 8 indioates 
that soam material must have been lost duriag the peptide
•s
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frmotiommtiorn. Ho##v#r. fri» PS» Wr2 and fr PS ##r# all K-riflh 
and paptida nap# Inddoatad only on# ooiqpop#nt In aach.
It aaa ocooludad» tharafora» that ttiaaa ffaotioma 
probably oontalned the large paptida# axpaotad ffon the ftrogoiag 
treatment#
Imwaetigttion of the Main Faaka from the fraoading Qel 
filtration
(a) fraotion 5» Peak S 
Amino Aoid Analyaia
One* tenth of the total material ana hydrolyeed by 
fill BCl overnight at 114% and the amine aoid oontent of Urn 
hydrolyaate datandned on the antonatio analyeer . Sea Table SS.
Table 21
. 119 -
Peak Mitrogen Content (aga) ^^ age V applied to the Column
m »  PI 0.026 0.5
(ooleuxed) 
Wrl, PS 1.670 51.0
ITI» PS 0.594 7.3
M ,  P4 0.0155 0.85
Fri» P5 0.00994 0.18
(ooloured)
Wr2 9.5 78.0
firS, PI 0 0
PPS» PS 1.485 SB
m »  PS 0.099 1.84
FF5» P4 O.S06 5.8
nrS» PS 0 0
T&bl# 22
AminoA d d pmoles MolarRatio#
Asp 0.501 5.84
Thr 0.551 8.7
Qltt 0.861 8.01
Pro 0.904 1.57
Gly 0.481 5.7
A1 0.49B 5.80
Tal 0.1065 0.88
ILon 0.0501 0.855
Leu 0.0655 0.40
tyr 0.1545 1.10
Ph# 0.1608 1.85
lys 0.5400 4.16
Hist 0.0800 0.161
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Pfmotlon 8
ApproKiiKitelj cne-fiftti of m inaole wma mold hydrcljMd 
and tho amino aoid oontent of the hydrdjeate aatimatad. A 
aiadlar amount of cytochrome o mas eimilarly treated for purpoeee 
of ooeqpariecm. See Tabless
A# the raaulte of the amino aoid analyeie axe rather 
inconolueive» it earn decided to ooepare Fraotion 8 eith oytoohrome o 
another eay. To do thie# they eere both hydrolyaed eith trypein 
and ohyaotrypein and peptide map# eere done of the hydrolymatee. 
dee Fig. 53 
Bmperimsntal
81.4 eg of oytodhrome o eere dieaolved in 5 ml 0.06 M 
phosphate buffer pH 7.8 and 50 #&!# (i^ e/r) txypein solution 
added. To this 0.5 mg ohjmotrypsin eas added and the hydrolysis 
eas oarrled out at 57% for 94 hours.
Fraction 8 eas dealt eith similarly.
The peptide maps eere dons in the usual eay.
Fraction 1» P8
One*tenth of the total material eas add hydrolysed and 
the anime adds estimated as usual. See Table 84.
FR acT ioM a .
O  O
C'(ToCHRorVC 4
FIGrURE 3 3
Tutal* 85
Amino Holer HolerAoid letioe HetlemM Oyto^irame 9
Anp 4.90 8.18
Thr 6.00 8.18
01m 11.9 19.46
Pre 4.95 6.95
Oly 11 11.19
AX 0.7 5.70
Tal 5.7? 5
ZLma 5 0.5
Lem 4 0.5
Tyr 8.88 5.0
Phe 4.05 5.56
I** 10,8 17.0
Hint 5.5 5
A n 1.98 9
Oyn 0.04 0.9
I
Tm&le 34
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AminoAoiA Mmoles MelarBatios
Oy» 0.118 1
Asp 0.849 8.09
Thr 0.847 8.07
QXtt 0.516 4.57
Pre 0.185 1.58
OOj 0.549 4.6
Ala 0.851 1.94
Val 0.889 1.98
lieu 0.811 1.77
Lem 0.818 1.78
Tyr 0.0487 0.559
Phe 0.157 1.58
Ljm 0.856 7.8
» 5 0.678
Hist 0.149 1.91
Arg 0.0487 0.85
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C^Jggtrjgtio o£ jg and Sggaraggg
M  S& SmS^ mSSmi «SS^mS
All of the material in the fraotion erne hydroljeed eith
ohjrnotrypein for five hours at room temperature in the buffer 
solution in vhieh it came off the eephadex column* The pH of 
this solution eaa 8.8. At the end of this time a sasg*le eaa 
taken (1 /lOth) and a peptide map dons in the usual way. See 
Fig 54 . The remainder of the material eas them lyophilised
and taken up in 8 ml 8£pb aoetlo aoid and applied to the iun emoha%e 
oolumn described beloe. (Quidotti, Hill and Konigsberg, 1988).
The cdufla (60 om loQg. 0.9 am diameter) eas composed of S^ooarb 
885 X 8. ehioh had been eaohed with 2N RasH. 8N HOI, HgO and then 
the starting buffer until equilibrium had been established.
The buffers used for elation were:
(a) 0.17 U pyridine aoetio aoid pH 4.7
(b) 0.4 H pyridine aoetio aoid pH 4.6
(o) 1.07 H pyridine aoetio aoid pH 5.4
(d) 8.85 H pyridine aoetio aoid |H 5.4
These buffers were introduced suooessively as is shown on the graph, 
making use of a gradient to effect the ohsjpgos. The volume of 
the mixing ohasker was 850 oo.
The effluent from tb» oolumn was divided into 8.5 ml fractions, 
and 0.8 ml aliquots of these were analysed by hydrolysis
and ninhydrin detemdnations as previously described. See graph 
(Mg. 35 ).
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D m  frkotlofM ooiçrlalng the peek# ehoen on the graph «era bwlkadi-
(*) 13, 18, 14, 18
(b) 17, 18, 19
(o) 83, 88
(a) 41, 48
(#) 44, 48, 48
(f) 80, 81, 88
Theme mere then T^ ophjLlieedg mnid hjfdroLymed end the amino eoidm 
in the hydrolymatem eatinated am umual« See Talde 25
Apart from (a), all theme peptldem arm identifiable with 
fragmenta of P39-55 (Tuppj 1961% 5ee dimousmioiu (a) im probably 
a mixturef therefore, but thia im not aurpriai% am it warn firmt 
to elute from the oolumn. The ooourrenoe of valine in (a) 
indioatem that ffmg^ntm of ttm imgmrity in FrS, P8 (dimoummod above) 
arm prement. Mo other fragmente of thim were identified 
elmeehere.
Table 25
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Cytodhrom £, its TrifluoroBOstylation and Hydrolysis by
Trypsin, Followed by Investigation of the reptides - Sxperinsnt 9*
Two iiaoles oytoohrone £ were blocked with OFg.COS £t at 
pH 9.0 as previously deeoribed. The reaction mixture was 
extracted with chloroform, and then aloqg with 8 qg trypsin, 
applied to a oolumn (60 om long x 1.8 om diameter) of 090 
sephadèx equilibrated with 0.05 M lU^AC pH 7.5.
The reason for performing the hydrolysis this tpy was 
beeause it was hoped that oytoohrome £ and trypsin would progress 
down the column together at the same rate, but as peptides were 
produced, they would be retained and thus separated from the 
txypsin. The flow rate of the oolumn was controlled so that the 
hydrolysis lasted approximately 5 hours, and the eluate was 
collected in 5 ml fractions. These were analysed for protein 
material by reading their optical densities at 550 and 280 np 
(see graph. Fig. 36 )• The results indicated a partial
separation of trypsin.
Fractionation of the Tryptic Hydrolysate
fractions 14-88 from the above eephadex treatment were 
bulked, Uieir volixme oonoentrated to 4 ml and applied to a C85 
eephadex oolumn (100 om lo% x 1.8 cm diameter). The cdumm was 
eluted with 0.05 M IH4 AO |H 8.4 and 5 ml fractions were collected, 
8ee Fig. 57
fractions 18-29 from this nin were bulked, and the haem
pUi
r%
FlGUf^e 3 4
FtGrURC' 3 7
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p#ptid# prmeipitmted hj reduoipg the xM of the eolutioa te 8 
with eeetio eoid* The preoipitate erne veehed with 0.05 M 
Ao pH5» end the wmehlog# edded to ihm miqxemetent. 
Determimetion of the Fretein âubetittttion Remeinlqg after 
Yryptio Hydrolyeia
After the tryptic hydrolymie on the 060 eephadex oolumm, 
eme-twentyth of the total hydrolymate warn ftoaad from aneonium 
aoetate under vacuum and treated with FCBB in the automatic 
titrater a# previoualy deeoribed. At the end of thia treatment# 
the exoeee FCHB warn removed from the acidified aolution# by 
extraction with peroxide free ether# The material warn reduced to 
dryneea under vacuum# and then eubjeoted to acid hydrolyeim in 
6K iKfl. tnie eatimation of the (oNP lyaim and free lyaina in the 
hydrolyaate warn carried out aa before.
Heaulta
lyaine recovered m 0.05 jiUBQlea
Free lyaina recovered ■ 1.86 pmolea
Thia repreaenta 0.56 lyaine groupa unaubatituted after tryptic 
hydrolyaia.
gleotrophoreaia of the Haem Fraction and the Supernatant
Thia waa done in the uaual way uai%% pyridine-acetic aoid- 
-water buffer jfL 6.4 and a potential of 70v/om for 65 minatea. The 
paper waa developed with ninhydrin dip. Aa can be aeen in Fig. 58 
no movement from the origin occurred in any oaac# and only one 
peptide waa indicated in each aaag>le.
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Amino Aoid Analyaia of the Fraotion»
Haem Fraotion (l/lSth of the total). See Table.26
Table 26
AminoAcid
eye
Aep
Thr
Pro
Cly
A1
Val
ILeu
Leu
Tyr
Phe
« 5
lya
Hint
pmolea
0.205
0.8
0.86
1.5
•445
1.5
0.68
0.47
0.56
0.58
0.58
0.58
1.7
0.49
.09
MolarBatioa
1.5
5.0
5.58
9.4
8.78
8.15
5.87
8.9
8.85
8.0
5.85
10.6
5.06
0.56
Yield 10(#
— JlSO “
Supernatant (^ ). See Table 27
Table 27
Afldno
Add
Mmoles Molar
Ratios
Aap 0.0685 1.57
Thr 0.061 1
Glu 0.157 8
Fro 0.061 1.57
Oly 0.148 8.57
A1 0.067 1
Val 0.054 0.5
ILeu 0.0406 0.8
Leu 0.0655 1
Lye 0.286 4.5
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Investigation of Peak (b) from the C28 Sephadex Fraotienatloa 
The aaoiant of material contained in this psak is very 
small# in faot# 0.0B Masles if B ■ 85#CXX>«
A third of the material was aoid hydrolysed as usual 
and thmn subjeoted to high voltage eleotrophorssis at 6.4 
(70v/om for 50 nias.) A oentrbl oentainihg 5 pg lys# hist# 
arg# asp# gly# glu and phe was run also. See Pig. 58 
The results showed that only neutral amino adds were present.
This meant that this material did not oonstitate thm "tail" 
peptide of pytoGhrome o and so in view of the limited amount of 
it available# it was disoaried as being of little ieg)ortamoe. 
Investigation of Peak B from the 050 Sephadex Tzyptio Hydrolysis
The amount of material oontained in this peak is 0.09 
lunsles# if B m S5#000. Bleotrephorssis done on one third 
indicated that this peak was oemposed of substantially erne peptide 
(70v/cm 35 mine, buffer pH 6.4). See Fig. 58
One third of the material when subjected to B terminal 
end group analysis usihg the X  teohniqus (Schroeder 1957) 
yielded the results.
500 m  Mmsles Total tuasles 
Phe 0.11 .085 . 075
This peak was else disoarded as beieg of little importance. 
Investigation of 0 frsm the 050 Sephadex Tryptic Hydrolyds
A very sgnll amount of this was available. M-terminal 
end group analysis indicated the presence of Olu (0.08 Mmsles)
• 158
and high vol tag# paper alaotrophorasia carried out aa above 
on the acid hydrolyaate of thia material ahoeed the preaenoe of 
lyaine# aspartic aoid# glutamic acid and seme neutral amimo acids 
Bee fig.58.
These results indicate# therefore# that is probably 
the tail peptide i.e. p 92-104 • Its position in the eephadex
fractionation# i.e. behind the mein peak tende te conflni this# 
as this is as would be expected from a smaller peptide.
- 133 -
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Dieousmlom
One of the earliest investigations nsde in this eoilc 
of the amino aoid seqesnos of qytoohrons £» consisted of attempts 
to separate its peptidss# preduosd by tryptio hydrolysis. In 
this oonneotien# a oclnsn ef Zsoosrt) 825 elated eitti phosphate 
buffers was tried imsucosssfhlly, but better xesults sere obtained 
using the ion saohai^sr oaibcaynsthyl cellulose. Although vlth 
this# vexy little clear eat separation appeared to be obtained# 
the spplioation of eleotrophorssis to sons of the peaks shooed 
that separation of the p^tides into groins had coourrod. few 
of these peptides# hooever# gave integral ndlar ratios and se 
the teohniqus was abandoned in fhveur ef a mors sophisticated 
approach. Nevertheless# in retrespeet# sons cf them eell
have been purs (see oonfimation seeüon}.
The technique adopted# as discussed in the introductory 
section# involved the splitting of the protein into a fee lax^ gs 
peptides hy limited hydrolysis with trypsin. The lindtatien 
of ttm hydrolysis eus achieved by substituting ttie g, saino groups 
ef the lysine rssiAms with# in the first instance# asthcogroazbGnyl 
greiqps# and subsequently# with triflueroaoetyl gretqis. Ihe 
peptidss produced were separated on sephadex er by means of 
electrophoresis and their sains acid content# in seme cases# 
their N-terminsl end groups dsterminsd.
Nhile this work was going on# homever# the entire amine 
add sequence of oytechroas £  was piAlished ly Maxgoliash#^t
• 156 •
work vas oontinued# hovsvsr# bsosuss 
•f the dssirsbility for oonfinstoxy results# and slso beosase 
ef the necessity to test sur new spprosoh to sequence snslysis.
Msrgolissh end his oo-vorksrs obtained the amino acid 
content of the protein by automatic analysis of a conplets 
ensymatic hydrolysate.
Margdiash and Sni^ (1968) then degraded the protein# 
after ethancl-denaturation# into medium aimed peptidss by means 
of ohymotryptio hydrolysis.
The peptides mera separated ohrcmatograihioally cn 
Ooeex 60-z8# uai% volatile buffers, and then purified where 
necessary by a ndzturs of paper electrophoresis and chromatography,
Saaples of the purified peptidss were aSid hydrolysed 
using 6N HCl and their aedns aoid content estimated by automatic 
amino acid analysis.
In order to determine the amino acid sequence of the 
chyotryptio peptidss# these in turn were hydrdysed ensynatically 
usiqg a selection of eneymss. Tzypsin# papain# oaxbosypeptidass 
and leucine s#ims peptidase were all used# the selection depending 
on Ü&e circumstances and the knowledge requirsd.
The peptides produced were separated and purified by a 
combina tien of paper electrophoresis and ohromatography# or# ons 
or the other used separately.
The amino acid sequences of the peptides wars determined 
by means of the fluorodinitrobensene technique and alae £dnan*s
— 156 —
(1050 and 1955) phenyl ieothiooynate technique. Thia wortc# plmm 
aimilar work done cm the tryptio peptide# by Kreil and Tuppy 
(1961) ham permitted the dednetion of a unique amino aoid aequenoe 
for horse heart oytodhroam o. This aequenoe ia dhoun im figure 59.
Aa man be aeen# the ##terminal reaidus is aoetyl-glyelne. 
This was detected by Tuppy om hydrelysimg the tryptie peptide 
Aoetyl GlysAsp-VelXMjK^Iys with pepsin to give Val-Gln-Lys and 
am soidio fragment which fdiled to react wilh ninhydrin. The 
latter on partial hydrolysis with 8H hydreohleric acid yielded 
free aspartic seid and a substance chromategraphioally in» 
distinguishable from acetyl glycins; hydraminslysis gave aspartie 
acid and two hydramides behaviqg like glyoyl hydraside and 
acetylmhydraside. This was accepted as proof that the B-terminal 
residue of çytoahream £ is acetyl glycine and eaqplaims seas of 
Him results ebtainsd in this present work# as the scetylatiom of 
l^yeime would render it insusceptible te the usual resctiom ef am 
amino acid in tiiis positiem.
The woark dons en the restricted tryptie hydrolysis cf 
qytoflhrome £ by ttie skbstituticm of its lysine ^  sains groups# 
using methyl ohlersformats # showed that it was impossible to 
achieve complete substitution under the eomditioms described.
From the knowledge of the B-terminal amine acids ef the peptides 
preduosd# and the amine acid sequenss of oytoohreme £# however# 
it was possible to obtain some information ooncomihg the identity 
of the lysine groups vhioh remained unmasked.
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Although it oannot be aeeunmd that the free anino groupe 
belong to three er four partioular lymime reeiduee, the DHP 
résulté obtained did suggest that only a few of these were involved 
The ooourrenoe, for exaiqple, of CMP threonine and DBP alanine, as 
well as bis DNP lysine indicated lack of substitution at lysines 
87, 88, 99 and 100 which oould be eaqdained by seme sort of steric 
hindrance to reaction at multi lysine sites. It is possible, 
however, that some of the material identified as bis CMP 
lysine mi^t in fhot have been methoayoarbocgrl CMP lysine.
The ooourrenoe of CMP glycine, on the other hand, is 
most readily explained by a non speoifio lack of coeqpleteness in 
the reaction between methyl ohloroformate and cytochrome £, as 
I W  glycine has a three times greater chance of appearing compared 
with those other amino acids not detected. Thus, the results 
ebtainsd here showed that this teohniqus required extensive fürther 
development. It was abandoned, however, im fhvour of the mors 
promisiug method involving Cfg.COS Xt ethylthictrifluoroacetate.
Using this substance i it has been demuistrated possible 
to substitute the K amino groiqp of every lysine in oytoohrome o 
at pH 9.0 and at pH 8.5, 9^ substitution is obtained. Subsequent 
eiqperiments showed also that althou^ some spontaneous hydrolysis 
ef these groups took place, this was very slow (see pp 150 )
and unlikely to affect the main issue, providing some efficient 
means of desctivati% trypsin was available.
The critical nature of the pH requiremsnts for the
. w .
•ubstitutlon reaction warn eurprieiug, however, and not dieoovered 
until recently. Unfortunately, noet of the previous reactions 
had been carried out at pH 8.5 because of the knowledge ttiat 
desubstitution occurs at pH 11 and the oonolusiom, therefore, that 
at pH 8.5 spontaneous desubstitution would be less likely to occur 
than at jH 9. The danage resulting from this error, however, 
would be snail.
The oosq*lete removal of the "blocking” groups has also 
been demonstrated, using either 0.1 M NacH or 0.5 M ammonia 
solution. Although the NasH method is obviously effective, 
it is possible that it may have some undesirable side-effects 
on the peptides, hydrolysing for exemple, the amide groups.
It was for this reason that ammnnia was tried. Despite the fact 
that it requires a higher concentration and a loi%sr incubation 
time, it is more acceptable as it is unlikely to damage the 
peptides.
In experiment I, (pp 95 ) Hie peptides expected to result
from hydrolysis only at arginine centres were obtained. 
Corresponding to the structure of pytoohrome o published by 
Msrgolissh and Tuppy, these peptides were 1-58 (5Q^ )| 58-81 (ICK)
and 99-104 (80 %) and their yields are shown in brackets. 11th 
the exception of the latter, these yields are low and in addition, 
considerable amounts of other peptides were also obtained. 
Comparison of these, however, with the Tiqppy Margoliash structure 
showed that they were fragments of P59-91, and this explained, to
- -
mom# extent, the low yield of thim peptide.
Nevertheless, the yields of the peptides comprising the 
qytoohrosm o fragment 1^91 were still low and ranged from 
One possible explanation for this oould be the non 
detection of peptide material on the paper electrophoretagrams.
A mors probable explanation, however, was incomplete elation of 
peptide material from paper, due to adsorption plus subeequsnt 
chromatographic leases.With the coloured peptide 1-58, indeed# 
we were unable to elute all the colour from the paper and considerable 
amounts were thus lost. In the "methods" section also, an 
experiment is desoribsd to show that in one particular case, at 
least of a peptide was lost in this way.
This attraction between peptide and paper, however, is. 
likely to vary in strength depending on the structure of the peptide. 
It is not surprising, therefore, H&at the yields of the peptides 
isolated, differed substantially.
The effloienoy of the blocking technique in this experimsat 
therefore was not entirely satisfhotory. Although the first large 
peptide Pl-56, appeared in an unfragpmnted fonm (apart from a 
little P1^85), Hie second laxge peptide P59-9I was considerably 
degraded. This fragmentation did not eocur because of ohymotryptic 
activity, (thus showing the suooess of Hie short hydrolysis) but 
as a result of hydrolysis at lysine residues, despite the earlier 
work showing almost ccsqxlete trifluoroaoetylatiom. It seemed
- 140 .
probable9 thareforOf that it ooeurred mft#r t e  partial rtawal 
of th# blookirg groupa at pB 11 baoauaa of oontiiaiiqg tzjptio 
aotioitgr daaplta tba effart# aada ta elimlDate this» That Pl-d8 
aa# mot affboted in thim aay i# dm# to tho flaot that th# blookimg 
groiça on Ihi# part of t e  protaim ar# not rn oomd at jü 11. mil# 
aa# ahoan by it# tr#atn#at aith FOND ihloh /i#ld#d ao X ISO? lyaim#.
la t e  ##oomd ojqmrimBnt (pp 107 ) ia orter t# r#diio#
thim additional degradation# loo# trypmin aa# ummd# in t e  hop# 
that t e  aotiTitj roaaining aftor boilli^ aomld b# aogliHbl#. 
Although roamoaablj ■uooooaful in this diraotion# hoaovor# t e  
iat#ad#d hydrolymis aam mot full om##;^ ia that dOj^  of t e  starting 
aatorial r#aaim#d a# This aam rater too dos# to t e
struotur# of oytoohroma £  to b# vary usoful# but in othsr protoins 
a i A  diffsront dispositions of azgiaia# rosidaos# sush ino— plmt# 
hydrolysis sight proa# aorthahils.
Ia this oiqpsriBBnt# an attempt aas sad# to purify t e  
ffootiaosby amans of g#l filtration. This ans quit# smoosssful# 
although oonsidorabl# aaounts of aatorial appsarod to got lost# 
partiottlarly aith Rraotioos 1 and X. Th# osplanation for this 
aas probably failnr# of t e  nlhhydria toohniqu# to detoot sons 
aatorial in tho ooluran oluatos# plus errors in the ninhydrla 
doteminatioos booauso of a high blahk.
Tho fuiluro of tho aishydria toohniqu# to rmgistsr aas 
probably tho explanation also tor the Is# yields obtained from 
tho ohynstryptio hydrolysis of fraction S# F8. This sort sf
- 141 .
thing has basa noted by other sorters also# e.g. Maigoliash#
(196*).
In the third sxpsrinsat (pp 129 ) # the prdhlem of
the osntinui% tryptio activity aas taoklsd ia the aay described 
in the hope that tee txypsia aould be separated from the peptides.
Ts a large extent# this aas eucoessfhl# but uafortenately# the 
intended hydrolysis did not naterialiss and as deavage ahatsoerer 
oocarred at arginine 58. Instead# all the material aas hydrolysed 
at lysine 55 and poesibly elseshere in the section 55-104# al though 
little sf this aas recovered and so it is impossible to say 
precisely. This hydrolysis of the protein at lysine 56# althom^ 
even more pronouaosd on this sooasien# soonrred also# to a 
osnsiderable extent in the other experiments. It seems probable# 
therefore# that this position is in seem aay specifically valnerable 
to the txyptic attack.
The solution te this entire problem is therefore tee use 
of some reagent ahieh is capable ef oompletely eliminating tryptio 
activity# e.g. di isopropylfluoraphosphate. This material# 
hoaever# is not readily available# and as yet ae have been uneble to 
obtain any. The next step in this aork# hceever# aill be an 
experiment as fOlloasi-
(1) The blooking of oytoohrome o aith OFg.OOS Et foUeeed by the 
removal of amoeee ester aite ohlorofom or on a oelumn ef sephadex. 
The latter aould be better beoaase it aould alee reenvs Ofg.Oote.
" !L48 •
(*) Tryptio hydrolysis for S - 5 hours, foUossd by elimination 
of the ensymatio activity aith di isepropyifluorophosphate*
(5) pB fractionation of the material.
(4) De-blooking aite 0.5 M Iffg.
(5) Separation of the peptidee in the fraetiens on sephadex 
or eleotrophoretioally.
The content of the fbacticne aould presumably be 
fraction li Pi -58 ami P59 -01 
fraction 8: P08-104
An alternative approach, however, aould be to restrict the 
tryptic hydrolysis by substituting the lysine ^  amino greups of 
oytoohromi £  aite t-butexycarbenyl groups. Use has been made 
cf this group in the field of protein eynthesis by Schwyser and 
Rittel (1061) and they have ehown that it can be removed in cold 
triflueroacetio acid or IN HCl but not in aqueous er oonoentrated 
acetic acid.
It aould eeem, therefore, that as a blocking" agent, this 
group has distinct possibilities. Investigation of its potential 
in this direction aould thus be sell aortemhile.
ihtring the course of the present aoik, althcug#» the technique 
under development did not produce exactly the results heped for, a 
good many peptides of nftoohrome £  sere isolated in a pure fbm.
The amino add compositions of these peptides ocepared aith the 
relevant section of the Margoliaah-T^ppy structure ef pytoohrome £  
are anown in the tables gg . 40,
. a # .
Dlsottssion of the Oonflsmtcnnr Reeiilte
I  &.#. f W 6  (Twnar w # MWKAimmb)
Table 88
Amino Fraotion 1 Rpaotion 3 Fr.l P8 Pl-58Aoid PI P8let Ebq^r. let Ssper. 2n4 Ssper. (ÏMCTU
Aep 8.0 5.0 8.09 8
01m 4.0 6.0 4.57 4
Thr 8.10 8.0 8.07 8
Pro 0.97 1.0 1.58 1
Tkl 3.4 8.5 1.98 5
A1 0.97 1.0 1.9 1
Lem ) 1.78 1
) 8.75 3.0ILem) 1.77 8
Oly 6.8 7.85 4.6 7
Hie 1.08 1.6 1.58 8
Hist 5.0 8.0 1.01 5
lym 6.7 6.77 7.8 7
Gym 8.0 8.0 1.0 8
ATI 0.04 0.61 0.85 1
Tablo 39
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Amino PT.l, P8 Pl-86A d d fijqper. I (T«wy)
Aep 1.05 1
Gltt 5.4 4
Thr 1.56 1
Tel 5.0 5
Lem♦ 0.4 IILem
A1 1.05 1
Oly 4.56 4
Phe 0.89 1
Hlet 1.48 8
lye 6.0 6
Oye 8.0 8
Table 50
- i46"
AminoAoid Haem Peptide Sxper. 5 P W 5(TttPPy)
Cy» 1.5 8
Aep 5.0 5
Thr 5.58 5
GLu 9.4 5
P m 8.78 8
d y 8.15 9
Al 5.87 5
Val 8.9 5
ZLsu 8.85 1
Leu 8.0 8
Tyr 8.0 1
Phe 5.86 5
Lye 10.6 10
Hiet 5.06 5
krg 0.66 1
Tàbl* 31
" l4fl -
AminoA d d Fr.a, PI 1st Bzper. F59 - 91 (Tiqpy)
Aap 4.1 4
GXtt 6.8 6
Thr 6.1 6
Pre 8.0 5
Al 5.1 5
(Uy 6.0 5
Leu 6.0 6
Phe 8.0 8
lys 10.0 10
1.0 1
Meth 1.0 a
Tyr motdetected 5
Try destroyed by add hydrolyds
1
Tablm sa
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AaiiioA d d Fr.5, Pi let Qeper. P59 - 55(Tmppgr)
Aep 1.6 8
d u 0.77 1
Thr 1.57 5
Pro 1.11 1
AX 1.27 1
d y 8.01 8
Phe 0.78 1
lye 1.07 3
Tyr noidetected 1
Table 58 .140 .
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Table 34
AbIboAcid fP3, P*o.a.(3) M  Sxper.
P40.48 1 (Tuppy)
1 a b Lbo 
“ “
M ,  P8O.H.(b) ted Ssper.
P49-53(Twwy)
Thr 1.64 8 Thr 0.9 1
d m 1.0 1 Aep 1.9 8
Pro 1.05 1 A1 1.8 1
d y 8.18 8 lye 1.0 I
A1 0.975 1
Tyr 0.785 1
. _______________
Phe 1.07
Table 55
-IBÛ .
AmineAoid VT5, F8 let Sxper. F54-75(Tmpy) AednoAoid Pr5, r5 Jet Sxper. F74-91(Tuppy)
Aep 1.7 8 Al 0.84 1
Olu 5.95 4 01m 8.19 1
Gly mot estim­ated Igr tte technique ueed
1 Oly mot eette ated by thi technique ueed
8
Thr 1.15 1 Thr 8.85 8
Meth 0.515 1 Meth 1.0 1
lye 5.19 4 lye 5.15 4
Leu 8.5 5 Leu 8.56 5
Fre not eeü» eted the technique ueed
1 Fre not
eetimted 1
Tyr 0.48 1 Tyr 0.175 1
Arg 0.585 1
Phe 1
N-ten=imol
Aep
end gro%q>
Asp
M-termii
Tyr
Ml end group
Tyr
tMm 86
.  Ifll.
Amin#Aoid yr8, P4 let Beper. POl-104(Tiqjpgr)
Amp 8.8 8
ŒLtt 8.4 8
Thr 0.8 1
A1 1#8 8
Ly# 8.8 8
Tyr 0.54 1
Lmm ♦ ILem 8 8
N"Termlnal mnA grm p Oln 
<0m
TaU* 97
. m .
AidnoA d A Holer Rotioo P8Sod Kipor.
GonootedHolerBetioo
P88-58
(Tom r)
A^p 8.84 8.8 8
Thr 8.7 8.16 8
OUi 8.01 0.86 1
Pro 1.67 1.8 1
oior 8.7 8.08 8
A1 8.88 8.0 8
Val 0.88 0 0
ZLm ^ 0.855 0 0
0.48 0 0
Tyr 1.18 1.18 1
Phi 1.88 0.7 1
kr# 4.10 8.8 8
U e % " 0.701 0
Table 58
• I M  «•
AadnoAoid malarSatlQB
fr2Kmper. 8
Holer SetioB Cytorhrc—  e Seper. 8 **
Pi • 01 
(THsfor)
Oyterlhmne o (MergaliedJ
Aep 4.96 8.18 0 a
Thr 6.00 8.18 8 9
6L« 11.9 18.40 10 18
Fre 4.85 0.85 4 4
COj 11 U.18 18 18
A1 6.7 0.70 4 0
ThX 5.77 6 8 8
ILem 0 6.8 5 6
Lem 4 6.8 4 0
tyr 8.88 8.0 8 4
Fte 4.00 8.50 4 4
igm 10.8 17.0 17 10
Hist 5.5 5 8 8
A*8 1.98 8 8 8
Ojm 0.04 0.8 8 8
ThhU 59
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la Tabla 88, m a m  aliffit diaorapamoiaa oaa ba aaaa bataaan 
tha piaaaat aork and Plm58 (Tvppj aad Hargoliaah) • Heaaaar, aona 
of thaaa diaoropanoiaa ia ooioaoB to all tnraa de termina tioaa and 
therafora, it would æ e m  that the anino aoid oonpoaition propoaod 
bgr Tiqppjr and Hargoliaah for thia part of oytooh w o £  ia earraot*
Za Tablo 29, worm or lama oooplate agraamant between oiar 
raanlta and Tuppj and Hargoliaah'a for fl-85 ia ahoaou Thia at 
hia aaaa tiao, therafore, by differanoa oanflma the ooayaaition 
for r86-88 aa it haa already been ahoan that their waive for 
Fl-58 ia alao oorraot.
In Table 50, aooa alight diaorapanoiea alao axiat# Thaaa, 
howewar, are unlihely to be aignifioant aa it haa been ahown above 
that PI-58 (Tvqpy and Hargoliaah) ia oorraot, and later tablaa 
(58 and 97) ahov that their walvea for P99^55 are alao eorraot.
Table 51 giwea oonflmatien of Tvppy and Hargoliad'a aidno 
aoid ooagxiaitlon for F59-91 exoapt for the pro, tyy and nalh 
raaiduaa againat which diaorapanoiea were found. Thblea 58, 56 andI
57 (aee below) however, negate theaa and at the eana tine provide 
aona avidenoe for aoouraqy of the propcaed aeqvantial atruotura. 
Tablea 55 and 54 which oontain aadno aoid analyeia of aeon snail 
peptidee alee do thia •
In Table 56, the analyeia of tha "tail" peptide ia given 
and ooaÿLete agraeannt exiata between ear raaulta and Tu^ ypy and 
Hargoliaah*a, exeept for tha lyaine raaiduaa. The algnifleanoa 
of thia ia open to apaoulaticn.
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In Table 57 ia oontaiaed the amino aoid analyeia of 
yr*5, pa (and experiment), which agreea with no part of the 
atruotura of oytoohroae o aa propoeed by Tuppy and Hargoliaah#
It will be remembered, hoeerer, that thia material waa aubjeeted 
to Gbynotxyptio bydrolyaia and that the peptidea when iaolated, 
added up to P59-55 (Hargoliaah and Tiqpy)# Alao, it waa notioad 
that in the original analyeia 0.89 raaiduaa of valine were preaent. 
How, all the valine in oytochroae o ia oontained in the firat 
twenty raaiduaa of the protein (atarting from the H-tersdnol end), 
and theae in turn are oontained in the firat largo peptide produced 
by bydroiyaia at arginine 58. It eeamei poaaible, therefore, that 
thia peptide ml^t be a oontaninatiag faotor. Knowing the anino 
aoid content of thia peptide and the amount of valine preaent in 
the above analyeia, it waa poaaible to oaloulate the number ef 
raaiduaa ef the other aadno aoida preaent by proportion. Ffoai theaa, 
by aubtraotion, the amounta of aadno aoid raaiduaa due to the main 
peptide in Fr.5, P8 were obtained, and the peptide identified aa 
P59-55.
In Table 58, tha amino analyeia of ff.8, experimant 8, 
and qytoohroBM o are compared with the relevant values from the 
work of Tiq>py and Hargoliaah. Aa oan be aeen, the reaulta were 
not oonoluaive and ao tha peptide mapa deaoribed in the experimental 
aeotion pp 121 were done. Aa oan be aeen, the qytoohrome o 
peptide map ahoma five apota not viaible on the other one. Theae 
apota are ahaded, two negatively changed, two neutral and one poeitive,
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Thia ia in aooGrdanoa with axpaotatioo if Fraotioti 8 ia F1-0L 
and tha extra peptidea from qytonhrnan £  piwaunablj are 
(1) Gltt, Aap, Lett (- wa)
(8) ZLett, Al, Tÿr (neutral)
(5) Leu (neutral)
(4) 8 Lja (♦ ve)
(5) Al, Thr, Aip M g  01tt.0oM (- wa)
In Tablea 59 and 40 ia piwaented aoma qualitatiwa evidraoe f< 
the atruotura of oytoohroam £. Although thia material doea not 
carry the aam# weight aa tha quantitatiwa reaulta, in aa fhr aa it
goea, it agreea with our m m  prawioua reaulta and alae thorn of
Maigolia^ and Tuppy.
The raaulta obtained, therefore, with the poaaible exoeptian 
of the tail peptide, haw# provided atrong ocmfinaatory evidenaa 
for the atruotura of oytoohrome £  propaaed by Tuppy and Hargoliaah. 
The aubatantial auriber of overlapping peptidea ef varying aiaa which 
haa been obtained, to oover the entire protein atruotura, ahowa Hiat 
if there are errora, they meat be amell, and oonoemed with alight 
aequential differeneea.
- 159 -
SUmiART
1. Cytoohreme £ waa extr&otad tram horaa haart by a ■adiflaatiam
ef the aathoda ef Hagihara et al. (1958) and Stats et al. (1960).
The preduot Uiwm yielded, however, warn a till iapure, aa indieatad 
by apeotral imveatigatiana, but oaaplete purifioaticm waa achieved 
by meana of ohremategraphy en a oelwan ef 085 aephadex#
8. In order to clarify the oenflietiqg reaulta ef Hatedbara 
at ale (1957) and Margeliaeh (1955), an inveatigation of the H-terminal 
reaidue of pyteohreem £ waa made. The teohndqaea uaed were;-
(a) ▲ medifieation of Sanger* a DNP technique (1945)
(b) Bdman'a phenyl ieethiepyanate technique (1950)
(o) Tryptio hydrolyaia ef W P  pytoohiwme £
In all oaaea negative reaulta were obtained, idiioh indioated that 
with oyteohrema £, the H-terminal reaidue ia net auaeeptibla te tha 
reaotiema nemally aaeooiated with an amino aoid in thia peel tien.
5# in attemqpt waa made te aeparate the tryptio peptidea ef 
qyteohmee £  an a oolumm ef oarboxyaethyl oelluleae. The 
applioatlon of high voltage eleotrepherwala te eeme ef the material 
thaa obtained, enabled the iaelatloa ef aema pure peptidea, the 
amine acid oentent ef which waa determined.
4. In an atteapt to limit the hydrelyaia ef oyteohrene £  by 
trypein to the arginine reaiduea in the protein, am attempt waa
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made to subetitute the lyeine famine groupe therein with 
methoiy oarbopyl groupe. Total eubetitutien, however, was not 
aohieved thia way and ae thia method waa abandoned in favour ef 
another noxe pronLaiqg one.
5. It waa found poaaible to totally triflueroaoetylate
oytoohrome o, using the eater ethyl triflnoroaoetate. The exoeaa 
eater and ita hydrolyaia product, trifluoroaoetio acid, were 
removed before tryptio hydrolyaia, however, aa it waa diaoovered 
that they tended to reduce the activity of thia enayme. 
Bleotrophoretio inveatigation ef the hydrolyeate indioated the 
preaence of the expected large peptidea (in fhirly low yield). 
Amino acid analyaia of theae compared well with the résulta of 
Ti^y and Hargoliatah et al. (1961 and 1968). Other peptidea 
were alae obtained, reaulting from hydrolyaia at lyaine reaiduea. 
The appearance ef theae waa attributed to centinuiQg tryptic 
activity after removal of the "blocking" groi^, despite an 
attenpt having been made, by beiliog, to deactivate ttie enzyme. 
The removal of the blocking groups could be accempliahed in 
either O.UI MaCH er 0.8K « 5.
In an effort to eliminate the additional hydrolyaia at 
the lyaine reaiduea, a similar experiment to the above waa carried 
out, uaihg leas trypsin. Thia time the peptidea were separated 
on sephadex columns and it was found that insufficient trypsin 
had been used te cause a full hydrolysis ef ihm oytebhreme jo.
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Hévertheleas, similar damage t# that previously szpsrienoed did 
soour.
The amine aoid analysis of the peptides ebtained compared 
well with the results of Tuppy and Hargoliaah.
6. One sec tien of oyteohreme o i.e. peptide 59-65 
(Tuppy-dlargoliaah structure) obtained in 5, was subjected te 
Qhymotxyptic hydrolysis and the peptides separated en Z4ecarb 
285 X 8 (Kooigsbexg and Hill 1968). Amine acid and end greup 
analysis carried eut en these fitted exactly# the structure of 
this section of the protein proposed by Tvppy and Haxgoliash.
The peptides obtained were F40-48, P49-55, P59-46, P40-46 and 
P47-55.
7. Because ef the previous diffleulty encountered, resulting 
from the oentinuiqg aotivity ef trypsin, even after belling, am 
experiment was carried eut in whidi the "blocked" eyto^&rome £ 
was hydrolysed on a column of sephadex. Thus the trypsin and 
pytoohrome £ peptides were separated as they progressed down the 
oolmmn and the danger of further damage after the "deblocking” of 
the peptides was elimiaated. This technique, however, resulted 
in hydrolysis net at the arginine residues of cytochrems £, but
at lyaine 55.
The use, therefore, of seme reliable means of deactivating 
trypsin is desirable, to render this technique of restricted tryptic
- 168 -
hydrolyais efficient. Di iBopropyXflttorophoephate «cold 
prebablj be suitable, but am yet we have been unable te obtain 
this aubstanoe.
Mevertheleaa, ttie amine add analysis of the many 
peptides isolated during the course of this work, have provided 
strong oonfimatory evidence for the structure of pytoohrome o, 
proposed by Tiqpy et al. and Hargoliaah et al.
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